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Columnist Louis Lomanski offers
to solve the University's e-mail
problems.

Hurricane Floyd
hits the North
Carolina coast,
7 dead.
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Eldred. gives the movie 'Limbo' a
four-star rating.
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Marshall this
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Two prepare for walk

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Ann Pattenburg (left) and Megan O' Donnell stroll through campus in preparation for their 26-mile charity marathon.

BY BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
They have been friends for
years, yet come October when
they walk a 26-mile marathon,
they're a little concerned they'll
run out of conversation.
Ann Pattenburg, junior IPC
major and her fellow walker
Megan O'Donnell, senior IPC
major, are training with the
Arthritis Foundation's Joints in
Motion team for a walking/running marathon in Dublin, Ireland, October 25.
"I don't know what we are
going to talk about," Pattenburg said. "We might stop talking for a few days so we'll have
something to say."
In order to participate they
each must raise $3200, an
amount they have been raising
through letter campaigns and
flyers.
Last year 5,000 people from
around the world participated
in the marathon, yet this year
O'Donnell and Pattenburg are
the only participants from
Bowling Green. There are six
other participants from northwest Ohio.
Despite the money they have
to raise for the Arthritis Foundation, the five-day trip to Ireland is free, including plane
fare, hotel accommodations and

a tour of Ireland.
Though, traveling to Ireland
was a motivation to get
involved in the marathon, Pattenburg and O'Donnell said
they decided to get involved
after they heard about it on a
radio station.
Although, neither of them is
related to an arthritis-sufferer,
both have met several sufferers
through the Arthritis Foundation.
"Both of us wanted to volunteer this semester and so we
have made it our priority,"
O'Donnell said.
In fact, both had to clear
their schedules to train and
they will have to miss school for
the marathon. Pattenburg even
quit smoking in preparation for
the marathon.
In order to prepare for the
marathon, the Arthritis Foundation provided a personal
trainer for O'Donnell and Pattenburg, who established an
individual walking plan for
each of them. Though Pattenburg has not been walking as
much as she would like, O'Donnell tries to walk 20 miles per
week.
"I was late in starting my
training, but I have dedicated
myself for the past few weeks."
O'Donnell said.

O'Donnell said she is not trying to set a record at the
marathon, but just wants to
finish, especially since it is her
marathon.
"During the marathon, I
probably will start saying, 'I
can do it, I can do it. I can do it,"
she said.
When O'Donnell trains she
uses the University walking
trail Later when it gets cold,
she is going to use the indoor
track at the Student Recreation
Center. Yet she said no walk in
Bowling Green will compare to
the walk in Dublin.
"When I'm walking the
marathon, I'm going to keep my
eyes open to the city," she said.
Jane Hopkins, development
coordinator for the Arthritis
Foundation, said Dublin is a
"walkable city," which makes
this marathon popular among
participants. Last year $3 million was raised for the Arthritis
Foundation.
"A lot of people like the idea
of international travel- it's very
thrilling and it's a challenge,"
Hopkins said.
Hopkins, who walked half
the marathon last year, said it
is exciting because "people are
cheering you on."
With a little more than a
month until the marathon.

O'Donnell and Pattenburg said
they hope to start training
together and to try more methods to raise the $6400. So far
they have raised one-third of
the amount.
Pattenburg said she thought
raising the money would be
easier
"I just thought I would have
to find 320 people and have
them give me $10," she said. "I
didn't think it would be as timeconsuming."
O'Donnell shared similar
sentiments, yet said the Bowling Green community has been
supportive of their endeavors.
Their next potential event will
be "bar night," which would
involve bars donating a certain
percentage for every purchase.
In between fundraising,
O'Donnell and Pattenburg said
they are going to start breaking
in their running shoes, or in
this case, their walking shoes.
"We aren't runners, but we
aren't going to let that stop us,
she said. "We are going to do
the best we can," she said.
Anyone interested in donating to their cause, can contact
O'Donnell and Pattenburg at
omegan7@yahoo.com and apattenburg@yahoo.com.

Student ranger battles fires, clears paths
Before the autumn breeze
arrives and the leaves begin to
fall, The News is going to
revisit the summer every Friday in September through stories about summer programs,
experiences and internships.
ByJEFFARNETT
The BG News
To some students, a great
summer job means big money
and tolerable co-workers. Darin
Fisher, however, had an entirely different kind of great summer job.
Fisher, a senior American
Culture Studies major, spent
his summer volunteering as a
wilderness ranger, clearing
paths and fixing trails for up to
eight days at a time. Fisher
worked out of the Blackrock
Ranger Station in the BridgerTeton wilderness, which borders Yellowstone National
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Park. There the wilderness is
kept so primitive that almost
no modern equipment can be
used there.
"In wilderness areas, you're
not allowed to use motorized or
mechanized things," Fisher
said. "You're not even allowed
to ride a bicycle."
Therefore, he had to clear
the forests with only simple
saws and axes. For transportation, Fisher and his partner
would ride horses, sometimes
all day, to their destinations,
which was slow and sometimes
dangerous. They would take up

to 200 pounds in supplies and
tools between their horses, and
would go out for over a week at
a time. Fisher recalled that one
time, misjudging the depth of a
stream nearly led to his head
getting squashed by his horse's
hooves.
Eric
Sandeno,
natural
resource manager at the Blackrock Ranger Station and Fisher's boss for the summer, said
the job has a lot of variety, and
includes contacting campers
regarding grizzly regulations
and camping ethics, as well as
clearing trails. A major reason

for clearing the trails is that
about half of the forest has
been burned, so trees regularly
fall over the trails.
The work was hard ;.nd long,
the living difficult and the bugs
atrocious. Fisher said, however,
he loved it.
"It was a hell of a good time,"
Fisher said.
He said a major reason he
liked it was the solitude. The
setting was so remote that
machines are banned, it was in
the outdoors and it allowed
time for introspection
"It was nice to get away,"
Fisher said. "It was mostly me,
my partner and the horses."
In the last two weeks of his
time there. Fisher went to
Idaho to for a better paying job
as a fire fighter, which paid $10
per hour.
"I got sent to Idaho to fight
• See RANGER, page five,
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Darin Fisher, a senior American Culture Studies major, battled
two fires as a wilderness ranger this summer.

Flu shots are urged University students make reading fun
By KIMBERLY DUPPS
The BG News
AsNthe flu season approaches, the, Ohio Health Department urges students, especially
those who\live in a communal
setting, to get a flu vaccination.
The CenteV for Disease Control said that,getting the vaccine can helpWeVent the disruption of everVtaVjictivities,
such as studying'during finals
week Students should be vac
cinated between#septi^ip\er
and mid-NovembeX
j^k
Flu
symptoms
include
headache, body ache, fever.
sleeplessness and a dry oough.
The flu, however, is not associated with the stomach.
Although receiving the vi
cine is important for colleg'
students, it is not safe for
everyone to receive, said Betty
DiSilvio, a nurse at the University Health Center. People with
a serious allergy to eggs or a
history of Guillian-Barre Syndrome should not receive the
vaccine, she said.
The vaccine has some mild
side effects. DiSilvioi said that
there is the possibility of soreness, swelling or redness in the
region of the injection, fever
and aches. These should only
last for a couple of days. Only 5

to 10 percent of recipients of a
flu vaccine experience mild side
effects, but about one-third do
report soreness or redness in
the area, she said.
If more serious side effects,
such as high fever, difficulty
breathing and hives occur, a
doctor should be consulted.
The virus changes each year,
as does the vaccine. This year's
flu vaccine will include strains
of the A/Beijing/262/95-like,
A/Sydney/5/97-like, and B/Beijing/184/93-like viruses.
If students get the flu, DiSil}o recommends that they
,,
c plenty of fluids, take
in or acetaminophen and
of rest. Once recovpreventative meaas investing in a
ush and a can of
This will help

the Wood County Health district from 5 p.m. until 7;30 p.m.
for $9.

By MICHELLE REITER
The BG News
University students are trying to teach kids who don't like
reading that reading can be
fun.
Located on the fifth floor of
the education building, the
department hosts America
Reads, the Reading Alive Puppet Players and a variety of
assessment and tutoring programs for local students who
need reading encouragement.
According to Krista Gostel,
an America Reads graduate
intern, the departments all
function separately but are all
united in a common goal: To
promote reading enthusiasm.
America Reads, a nationwide program that trains'
tutors to help children improve
their reading skills, is now
comprised of over a hundred
University students, said Susie
Kauffman, America Reads coordinator. Most students are part
of the campus work study program, Kauffman said, but there
are volunteers also.
"We go to seven different
sites in the area, most in Wood
County and one in inner city
Toledo, working on a variety of
different reading strategies
with students," Kauffman said.

"We provide one-on-one help
to kids who need it. using different strategies to get them
interested," she added.
Kauffman said that it is the
response that she gets from
both the kids and their parents
that makes it worthwhile.
"We get so many positive
comments from the parents,"
she said. "It's great to think
that you've had a positive
impact on some child's life."
In order to become a qualified America Reads tutor, a student must be eligible for the
financial aid work study program, unless they decide to volunteer. There are then 15 twohour class sessions held once a
week for a semester. Students
learn a variety of different
tutoring skills, including written language and attitude and
motivation.
Sometimes the America
Reads tutors work Saturdays,
with a special weekend program called Saturday School.
Sarah
Wright, America
Reads supervisor, said that
Saturday school was developed
in response to kids who need an
extra-supportive environment
with other kids who are there
for the same reason. Tutors are
matched one-on-one with a stu-

"We get so many positive comments from the
parents," she said. "It's great to think that
you've had a positive impact on some child's
life."
Susie Kauffman
America Reads coordinator
dent, and based on the nature
of the child's reading difficulty
the tutor devises an appropriate scheme to entice him or her
to want to read.
"We try to gear the sessions
towards the child's interests,"
Wright said. "For instance,
once I had a boy who loved
rockets, so all our reading
revolved around rockets and
launches and things like that."
Also, the Saturday School
organizes special activities for
kids to help make it fun. This
year, for example, they're all
going to a University football
game.
Another program is the
Reading Alive Puppet Players,
a program run primarily by
graduate students. The program involves interactive play
with puppets that encourages
young readers to act out stories
with the aid of trained helpers.
Michael French, campus direc-

tor of America Reads, also acts
as director for the Puppet Players.
"They do between 20 and 30
shows a year," French said.
"They mostly do area schools
and children's centers, but
they've done First Night Toledo
and the Black Swamp Festival
before."
According to French the puppets manage to charm people of
all ages. "The oldest person
we've brought the program to is
98," he said. "We do an annual
show at a nursing home in
Maumee, and they're just
thrilled."
The puppets themselves
seem enough to steal the show.
Some of the biggest hits include
a plush, four-foot crab that towers over the smaller children
and a life-size doll of the Old
• See PUPPET, page five.
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Many people know that I
have disparaged BGSU e-mail
software in the past. One person even complained that I
wasn't doing my part to fix
BGSU e-mail and that 1 was
only complaining about how
badly ITS had screwed up
everything. Well, that's not
what this article is about. I'm
not going to go through a list of
security flaws with which Lotus
Notes is riddled. I'm not going
to go into detail about the ways
in which LN over-taxes BGSU
routers. I'm not even going to
talk about the way in which LN
constantly crashes. This article
is about being generous and
making an offer.
My offer is that I will fix
BGSU e-mail. ITS has been
struggling in a futile attempt to
make bad software do good
work for BGSU. This struggle
has gone on for over half a year,
has cost close to ten million dollars, and has left many students without e-mail access
dozens of times.
Well, I'm going to take a different approach to the problem.
I will not take over half a year.
I will try to have the problem
fixed in under 24 hours. I will
not charge the university millions of dollars. My offer of the
incredible price of $19.95 will
stand for the next week. You
can shop around, but I don't

Woodstock '69
incomparable to '99
Tuesday, I had the pleasure
of reading one of the most ignorant letters I've seen The BG
News publish in months. Drew
Curtin's defense of Woodstock
'99 contained so many misleading and uneducated statements
that I had trouble finishing the
letter.
First, the simple fact that
the promoters had the gall to
once again desecrate the name
of Woodstock makes me want to
puke! The name Woodstock,
like Vietnam and Watergate,
refers to one specific time and
place in history.
The real Woodstock was a
celebration of innocence and
beauty. Tickets for the entire
festival were only $6! Compare
that to the $150 that people so
foolishly paid!
After one realizes how much
more expensive this past
psudeo-Woodstock was, you
should compare the talent levels. In '69, artists like Jimi
Hendrix, Janis Joplin, The
Who, Santana, and Sly And The
Family Stone performed.
This past July, Limp Bizkit,
Kid Rock, and Korn laced the
bill Now, ask most musicians
today and they will name many
of the performers at the real
Woodstock as their influences.
Maybe it's just me but, I don't
think that 20 years down the
line people are going to be naming many "Woodstock '99" performers as influences. Why is
this? It is a simple lack of overall talent. If you look at many
modern groups from a strictly
musical perspective, you will
see my point.

think that you're going to find a
better price.
Finally, I will
make sure that the e-mail
servers in use will not crash
with even a tenth of the frequency that the campus has
experienced with Lotus Notes.
Now, I know what you're
thinking.
You're thinking,
"Lou, this all sounds great, but
how will you do it?" Well, I'll
tell you. The first thing that I'll
do is get rid of the e-mail blocking firewalls on Alpha, Sigma,
BGNetl, BGNet2, and Falcon.
These are all perfectly useable
machines that can handle email far more easily than the
present Notes Server is handling it. While the last three
machines are not as fast as
might be optimal, they can
always be upgraded one at a
time with no loss of e-mail
delivery. All that need be done
is adjust the name-server as
soon as a new machine is ready
to start delivering e-mail.
Some of you might be won-

Mr. Curtin also wrote in his
letter, "Did the other two
Woodstocks accomplish anything?
Of course not." Of
course, it is obvious that Mr.
Curtin has no idea of what it is
like to feel free and comfortable
with hundreds of thousands of
people you don't even know.
The people who were at Woodstock accomplished one huge
thing. They proved to the world
that hundreds of thousands of
teenagers could get together
peacefully, despite all of the
problems, and stay under control.
What happened at this
year's fake "Woodstock" was
nothing short of a knock-out
punch to the music industry.
Many venues will now begin to
look more closely at groups that
wish to play and the decision
will be tough for larger shows.
I myself was in Deer Creek,
Indiana the weekend that the
events occurred in New York. I
was at a 2 day concert where I
believe the essence of Woodstock really was. For 2 days,
tens of thousands of fans
swamped Deer Creek to see
Phish for about 2/3 less money
as people at "Woodstock '99."
Even in the sweltering heat, it
was one of the most peaceful
and pleasant atmospheres I've
found.
In closing, I have some simple advice for anyone who is a
frequent concert goer: Before
you pay $70-$ 100 dollars for a
concert, make sure the performer has the talent to be
worth that cash!!
Peace And Union Grease,
Joel Freimark
notoriousone@hotmail.

dering, "What about POP3? I
like POP3, will I be able to use
it under your system?" The
answer is yes. POP3 may be
used along side non-POP e-mail
servers. As such, you will be
able to select from all sorts of email servers such as Pine,
Eudora, Pegasus, Internet
Explorer, Netscape and many
others. The e-mail client you
use will be entirely up to you.
Now, some might be concerned about what will be happening with the Lotus Notes
Server.
I say, why be concerned? We can change the
domain name and because the
other machines are UNIX
based anybody who cares to do
as such can have all of his or
her e-mail forwarded to the
Notes Server quite easily and
with one simple entry. I, however, will not take responsibility for any problems experienced
with continued use of Lotus
Notes.
Just to console people in
advance, should ITS management decide not to let me fix
the e-mail problem here at
BGSU, there are ways to continue using Pine available here
at BGSU. Indeed, if one logs on
to alpha.bgsu.edu and types in
"lastcomm |grep pine »
pine.doc" one will, after looking
at the pine.doc file that is created, find that many people here

m

Internet bad, but
for different reasons
When I opened up my BG
News on Tuesday, I was
delighted to see a headline that
read "Internet not reliable
source" attached to an article
whose first line read, "I hate
the Internet." Unfortunately,
however, what followed was a
mess of misinformation, conspiracy theory and just plain
bad points.
Now, as upset as I am about
how poorly written this muchneeded article was, I have to
admit that precious few things
have made me laugh as hard as
reading someone criticizing the
Internet as being a "not reliable
source" for research and then
following it with such uninformed, poorly research nonsense. "From what I understand," was actually the beginning of my favorite sentence,
which concluded by suggesting
that the government's creation
of the Internet took place in the
1980s, decades after it's actual
creation. The_author goes on to
suggest that the primary reason we should not trust (or use)
the Internet is the fact that the
government created it. She
cites other government evilgrand-scams: crack, Kent state,
Iran-Contra (which would have
reason to be here, HAD the
Internet been created in the
1980s) and the Tuskegee experiments. Now, perhaps I just
keep my conspiracy theorism to
a healthy low, but if it's not
HAARP, I'm none too suspicious
All this of course, is beside
the point. There are plenty of
other reasons why the Internet
is useless. Only, a worthwhile
discussion on this topic

at BGSU are still using Pine.
Indeed, one will find that the
people here who have technical
knowledge and understand
what constitutes a reliable email client are the ones most
frequently avoiding Lotus
Notes. If you want to be one of
these people it is easy enough
(and free) to get a copy of Pine
and a mail fetching agent to
run on your own. Further,
these do not have to be run on
BGSU machines. Any UNIX
machine or Linux box will do
the trick.
For more information about
this you may wish to check the
following
website:
http://
www.dc-adnet.com/joshw/
email/, it helps to outline some
problems we have been facing
here at BG and some ways to
solve these problems. I encourage everybody to see what this
website has to offer.
In conclusion, it has been
said that if something is not
broken one should not try to fix
it. It has become clear, though,
that something is rotten in
Hayes Hall. As such, it seems
to be the duty of technically
adept BGSU-ers to ante-up and
to help freshen the air.
Louis Lomasky is a columnist for The News and major
technonerd. He can be reached
at louis@goonsquad.org.

PEOPLE
on thekstre
Question: On Wednesday when students met with
President Ribeau, they discussed raising the entrance
for bars to 21. What do you think abbot thai?

j
Ryan Salagiver
Senior
IPC
"Even though I don't
drink or like the bars
I believe that would
be an excellent idea."

Chasaan Maalouf
Sophomore
f IPC
That's ridiculous.
In foreign countries
there are no such
laws."
Jeff Johnston
Junior
Env. Policy
"Well, I don't turn
21 for about six
months, so if that
happens I'm drop]«ing out."

Chris Stone
Sophomore
MIS
"You mean to tell
me thcrok bars in
BO?"

USG President not
really that innocent
deserves a clarification of data
from information, information
from knowledge, and knowledge from wisdom. It deserves
use of words like "context" and
"pedigree." And it definitely
deserves more research. (Might
I suggest author Clifford Stoll's
1996 book "Silicon Snake Oil:
Second Thoughts on the Information Highway" as a reliable
resource.)
I, too, am a "second-guesser"
of these sorts of "mini-revolutions" to which we, as an industrialized nation, are so prone.
Take for example, the motion
picture. Thomas Alva Edison
once stated that he believed
that the motion picture would
"replace, if not largely supplant" the textbook. Did you
open a textbook today? I know I
did. So the issues that Ms.
Delaney raises are (save the
"crack" thing) important issues,
and things that need to be discussed. Only, to really do any
damage, they need to be discussed in a more professional,
organized and researched climate, or they fall dead — the
crazed words of a conspiracy
theorist.
This letter was not written to
be rude, or to cause any harm
or hard feelings, just to suggest
this: that sometimes the issues
we raise are important. Sometimes we're not wrong, and we
owe it to ourselves and others
to have done the research, to
have taken the time, and to
make a realistic and serious
argument. I end with a quote
from another great 20th century figure, Pablo Picasso. Picasso said, "Computers are useless. They only give us
answers."

.-

Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

OPINION
I will fix BGSU's e-mail
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In regards to Krisna J. Balasubramanian's plea for us to
remember that Clint Gault,
USG President, and Kevin Simmons, USG Chief of Staff are
swell guys that smile and shake
hands with the best of the campus political machine. Yet, what
she also neglects to mention is
that they used a campus golf
cart without obtaining permission (also know as theft),
wrecked it, and then fled the
scene, only to be caught later by
police officers. In response and
defense of his actions, Mr.
Gault was quoted saying, "I
believe we didn't do anything."
In light of Mr.Gault's actions
and failure to admit wrong
doing, there is only one course
of action: Give the USG President many more golf carts, and
let him crash them whenever

('----

msuM

Tim Masie
Junior
Elementary Ed.
"If that's the ease
then the guys with
ji the Indians sBr&a
and badges won't
have anything to do.'
he feels that it is necessary or
fun. If, in his judgment he has
not done anything, then we, as
loyal and unquestioning supporters, should accept his smile
and handshake as proof enough
that it was clearly the golf cart
that kidnapped him and his
Chief of Staff and during said
cart's rampage on campus it
wrecked itself, allowing the
gentlemen the opportunity to
flee from the stunned vehicle
and beat a hasty escape.
Shame on The BG News for
not polishing the image of the
USG President and Cnief of
Staff! It's people like you that
make us face the fact that privileged individuals are above the
law, and their valiant behavior
needs to be unquestioningly
supported by our student fees.
Edward Manning Coombs
ed@bgnet.bgsu.edu

"STRAIGHT FROM MY BRAIN"
BY PATRICK JOHNS

Paul Fisher
pfisher@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600 800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns, Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West HaU and leave It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to taylobShgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject. "Letter to the Editor".

The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.

Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.

Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News Is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Brandi Barhite
Carolyn Steckel
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
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ACROSS
1 Sligrtfly askew
4 Deli breads
8 Mount in the
Cascades
14 Man's title
15 Warmth
16 Doorway
17 San . , CA
19 UFO crew
20 Confused
21 Weep
23 Evergreen shrub
24 Tenant's
expense
25 Sandwich
cookies
27 Cambodia's
neighbor
30 Theater-sign
letters
31 Frightened
33 Baseball stat
34 Loses
composure
36 Blasts from the
past
39 Speakers'
platforms
40 27 books of the
Bible
44 Golf-hole starting
point
45 Purifiers
46 Drench
49 Norway's capital
51 Hotel staffers
52 Walloping wind
53 _ Vegas
55 School org
56 Slacken
57 Roman salad?
60 Height
62 Show up
63 Rip
64 Witness
65 Made disorderly
66 Border
67 Tax grp
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Ohio weather

of the day

Friday, Sept. 17
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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debilitate
Pronounced: di-'bi-l&-"IAt,
dEFunction: transitive verb
Inflected

Form(s): -fated; -

tating

Etymology: Latin debilitatus,
past participle of debilitare to
weaken, from debilis weak
Date: 1533
1 :lo impair the strength of:
ENFEEBLE
synonym see WEAKEN
- debilita tion /-"bi-lot-'tAsh&n/ noun
Example: The mighty warrior was able to easily debilitate
the enemy.

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603
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10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Psi Giveaway
Buy a raffle ticket!!! Enter to
win a 27" television. The benefits aid the Kappa Alpha Psi
Organization. Education steps.
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silver or gold
46 Dance of 1961
47 Evader
48 Conical
dwellings
50 Mirage, maybe
52 Obtain
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Mens Tennis at Butler
Invitational
Jay Harris begins his fourth
season at the Falcon helm with
this weekends tournament.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Saturday, Sept. 18

54
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57
58

Rescue
Italian currency
Machinery part
Metre square
measure
59 Blush color
61 Label

2 p.m.
Womens Cross Country
hosts Mel Brodt Invitational
Today marks the only home
meet for the BGSU cross country teams. Following the
women's race, the men's race
will commence at 2:45 p.m.,
and an open race will be held at
approximately 3:30 p.m. Bowling Green, Ohio.

9 a.m.
10 a.m. - 6p.m.
Print and Poster Sale
Vendor will be selling a variety
of posters and prints, it is a
great opportunity to decorate
those bare walls. Union.

Womens Tennis hosts BGSU
Invitational
Teams scheduled to join BG in
this
two-day
tournament
include Detroit, Eastern Kentucky, Toledo, Illinois at Chicago and Xavier. Keefe Courts.

Sunday, Sept. 19
3 p.m.
Special Sunday Matinees

10:30 a.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Teeter-Totter-A-Thon
Education Steps.

Noon - 2 p.m.
Public Skating
Cheap skate ($2.50 plus skate
rental). Ice Arena.

5 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Cal Poly
BGSU plays the first of three
matches at the Rocky Mountain
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ABC World
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11a.m. - 12:30p.m.
Architectural Boat Tour
The BGSU Chicago Alumni
Chapter invites you to join
them for a board tour of the
Chicago River and lakefront.
Cost is $8/person. Questions?
contact Ann Kinder at (708)
485-8439 or Joe Matessa at
(630) 493-1062,300 N. Wabash,
Chicago, 111.

"Special Sunday Matinees," a
series of silent films hosted by
Jan Wahl. Opening the series,
which is sponsored by the Gish
Film Theater Endowment, will
be "The Thief of Bagdad." The
1924 movie directed by Raoul
Walsh stars Douglas Fairbanks
as an irrepressible thief.
Admission is FREE. Gish Film
Theatre.
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WORLD NEWS
Texan kills 8 people during church service

Eye on the Nation

Associated Press Writer
FORT WORTH, Texas — A man spouting obscenities and
mocking religion walked into a church service for teen-agers
Wednesday night, pulled a gun and opened fire, fatally shooting
seven before he shot and killed himself in a church pew.
"He hits the door real hard to make his presence known and
he just immediately started firing," said Dax Hughes, the
church's college minister.
The man, using a large-caliber semiautomatic handgun, fatally shot three adults and three teen-agers in the church, and
wounded at least eight more before he killed himself, said Lt.
David Ellis of the Fort Worth Police Department. One person
died in the hospital.
Seven more were taken to the hospital with shooting wounds,
several in extremely critical condition, Ellis said.
Police said they did not have a motive for the shooting. The
man appeared to be in his 20s or 30s, police said.

Nowhere to run

Enraged South African soldier kills 7
Associated Press Writer
BLOEMFONTEIN, South Africa — A black army lieutenant
on yesterday went from building to building at his infantry base
firing at fellow officers and killing seven people, all white, in a
crime that investigators say could be racially motivated.
Five other people, also white, were wounded in the shootout
at Tempe military base, police said. Police spokeswoman Johlene
van der Merwe said the dead included a major, several other officers and a civilian employee of the base.
The rampage finally stopped when the 28-year-old gunman,
Lt. Sibusiso Madubela, was killed in a shoot-out with military
officers at the base, located about 220 miles south of Johannesburg in Bloemfontcin, capital of the sparsely populated farming
province of Free State.
Police said the motive was not immediately clear, but declined
to rule out race. "That's one avenue," van der Merwe said.

Insurance company loses tobacco lawsuit

Indonesia pledges troop withdrawal soon
Associated Press Writer
DILI, Indonesia — Indonesia's military commander in East
Timor said Thursday he would begin withdrawing his troops
from the devastated province next week, ending a long, bitter
occupation, and making way for a multinational peacekeeping
force.
The first non-Australian troops to join that force, a company
of 250 British army Gurkhas sporting green camouflage and
their traditional angled knives, arrived in Darwin, Australia, on
(Thursday. New Zealand troops were expected to begin arriving
this weekend.
However, the prospect of the force's impending arrival was
tempered in East Timor by Australia's announcement it would
delay vital air drops of food to tens of thousands of East Timorese
who had fled to the hills and forests since militias backed by the
.military began rampaging through the capital, Dili.

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Associated Press Photo
A motorist is stranded in flood water in Hong Kong's New
Territories yesterday as typhoon York pounded the territory
with a direct hit.

Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM — A judge rejected a health insurance company's lawsuit against a local cigarette manufacturer on Wednesday, ruling that a successful suit would subject just about any
product to sanctions.
The Kupat Holim Maccabi health fund demanded that the
Dubek cigarette company assume responsibility for the smoking-related deaths or sickness of hundreds of thousands of Maccabi clients. The health fund said it had intended to demand the
payment of damages in the next phase of the suit.
But Tel Aviv District Court Judge Adi Azar ridiculed the suit,
saying that accepting the claim would make it impossible to sell
anything but lettuce and tomatoes in Israel, the local army radio
reported.
In his written decision, Azar reasoned that if cigarette manufacturers could be found liable for illness, automakers could be
held responsible for traffic accidents and hamburger cooks for
obesity.

Floyd rips North Carolina, thousands seek safety
Associated Press Writer
WILMINGTON, N.C.— Hurricane Floyd roared ashore yesterday near Cape Fear with 110
mph wind, flooding the Carolina coasts with more than a foot
of rain as tens of thousands of
people huddled in shelters.
The eye of the huge storm hit
the mainland at about 3 a.m.,
preceded by hours of violent
weather that included several
tornadoes. Floyd then weakened rapidly as it headed across
the southeastern corner of Virginia on its way back to the
ocean.
Some 1.3 million utility customers in the Carolinas and
Virginia lost power, and
125,000 still had no power
today in Florida. Flooding and
power failures combined to
shut down Portsmouth, Va.'s
water supply system, which
serves 110,000 customers.
At least seven deaths were
blamed on Floyd.
"I've never been in nothing
like this before," said Norma

Childers, 62, a retired Rustburg, Va., nurse who came to
North Carolina on vacation and
was in a Wilmington motel
when it lost power this morning. "I'm getting too much fuss
from my children. They're at
home. They think that's where
I'm supposed to be."
At 11 a.m., the storm was at
the coast near Virginia Beach,
Va., and moving north-northeast at about 24 mph. After
Floyd hit land, the top sustained wind around its center
slowed to near 80 mph.
The next targets after Virginia were expected to be the
coasts of Maryland, Delaware
and New Jersey, then New
York's Long Island early Friday.
Disaster preparations were
under way in New York City,
Massachusetts' Cape Cod and
along the coast of Maine.
Hurricane warnings were
posted as far north as Plymouth, Mass. Public schools
were closed in Washington,
D.C., all of New Jersey,
Philadelphia and New York

City.
Authorities had urged more
than 2.6 million people along
the southern Atlantic coast to
clear out of Floyd's path — the
biggest evacuation in U.S. history — and more people were
urged to evacuate toddy in
parts of Virginia, Maryland and
Long Island.
Farther south, however,
evacuation orders were lifted
today for all of the South Carolina coast, and thousands of
evacuees crowded Georgia
highways as they headed home.
In the Wilmington area, a
runaway sailboat had jammed
the drawbridge linking the city
to Wrightsville Beach and cutting off the only link to the barrier island, and a church
steeple was toppled in Beaufort.
In Duplin County, a hog farm
waste lagoon ruptured and
spilled about 2 million gallons
of waste, threatening to pollute
a creek state environmental
officials said.
Six twisters damaged homes

and churches, but no injuries
were reported.
"It was an exciting night,"
Calvin McGowan said today as
he as he checked his 34-foot
fishing boat, the Monitor. In
1996, Hurricane Fran threw
the boat several hundred yards
into a neighbor's yard.
However, the heavy rain
appeared to have caused more
problems than the wind.
"We've got the worst flooding
we've ever had in a storm,"
North Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt
said today.
By midmorning, the rain
stopped near
Wilmington.
There were still brisk gusts,
and black clouds floated quickly overhead, but the sun
already was poking through.
Areas of the North Carolina
coast and the Myrtle Beach
area of South Carolina had gotten up to 16 inches of rain, and
a foot had fallen on Virginia's
Tidewater region. Wilmington
got 13 inches.
Four of the deaths were in
North Carolina, and one storm-

Associated Press Photo
A house destroyed by the effects of Hurricane Floyd is seen in
Oak Island, N.C.
In
Virginia's
related death was reported in rescued.
South Carolina and one in Vir- Southampton County, a state
ginia. In addition, one person trooper had to abandon her
was presumed dead in the patrol car and swim to safety.
Beach pier and shear off the
Bahamas.
Road flooding stalled cars end of piers at Jacksonville
and some motorists had to be Beach and Flagler Beach.

TAKE A CARLOAD. HIT THE ROAD. BE SURE TO CALL'SHOTGUN.'
Grab your friends, and get to Cedar Point before
the season ends and the school year begins.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $500/Mth lor 1
Person. $520/Mlh for 2 People.

!*••*•*•*•••••••
516 S. MAIN - 2 BR duplex.
$435/Mlh plus utilities. Income
qualifications must be met.

For groups of 15 or more, your price is just $20 a ticket. That's a savings of $6.95 per ticket.
Plus, you'll get one free ticket per group.
• Bonus Weekends - Sept. 12, 18, & 19.
^_#la_i
Park hours are Noon 8PM.
• HalloWeekends - Sept. 24-26. Oct. 1-3, Oct. 8-10.
Park hours are 6PM - Midnight Friday, Noon - Midnight Saturday, Noon -

8PM

Sunday

OBOol"
POItTt
sandusky, OMo

(•••*•*••••****•
706 SECOND - 2 BR fum.
duplex. Can have 1,2 or 3
people. Tenants pay utilities.
Starts at $450/Mth.

••••*••*•*•••*•
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

•••••*••••••***

*••*•*•••***•*
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E. Wooster. B.G.
Across street Irom Taco Bell
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Ribeau's discussion focuses
on students' needs, concerns
By AAT.'.fOL. BROWN

discussed a variet. of issues
concerning the campus, such as
advising, student organizations
and binge drinking.
"We talked a lot about student organizations and how
much they have impacted students and administration,"
Tominey said.
Ribeau asked questions
about what has worked well for
the students while they have
been at the University, said
Nick Hennessy, special assistant to the vice president of student affairs.
The president also asked
what positive and negative
experiences they had had with
scheduling, advising and financial aid.
"The president was very

receptive," said Mark Kangas,
junior criminal justice and
accounting major. "He paid
attention to what we had to
say."
One of the big issues covered
was the increase in binge
drinking this year.
Kangas said they discussed
ways of working with the city to
curb binge drinking.
"We discussed raising the
age to get into bars to 21," Vogel
said. "We also talked about
making policies harsher in residence halls |if caught with alcohol]."
Tominey said binge drinking
was very heavily debated. .
"We couldn't come up with a
solution, but we all agreed
there was a problem," he said.

The puppet players can be
seen in their traveling caravan
shuttling from place to place as
they are requested by schools,
libraries and child care centers.
They do an average of three
shows a month.
Though these programs are
ideally engineered to help the

children, most of the volunteers
seem to find personal fulfillment in them as well.
"The puppet shows provide a
great break in the day and it is
such a great way to get kids
excited about reading," Kauffman said. "I love the responses
we get."

food stipend per day.
"I was out there riding horsbreathing
beautiful
forest fires and it's not as excit- es,
Wyoming air, with a beautiful
ing as it sounds," Fisher said.
Fisher said he spent a lot of backdrop," Fisher said. "And I
his time as a fire fighter sitting was getting paid for it."
Of course, he wasn't getting
in the lawn in front of the station, the "staging area". They paid much, but he noted that
sat by helicopter pads, waiting some people pay a lot of money
for smoke to be spotted. In all, to have the same type of expeFisher fought two fires, though rience. There are also people
he said he mostly did grunt who do the same job and get
work, like digging lines around better pay. An example is Fishthe fire to keep it from spread- er's brother, Jason, with whom
he worked for most of the suming.
Fisher said he preferred mer.
Sandeno said most rangers
being a ranger to fire fighter,
even though it only paid a $16 start out as volunteers because
the jobs are so competitive that

most cannot start out in a wellpaid position. And the volunteer jobs are scarce. Sandeno
said the station had around 100
people interested in volunteering for a couple of jobs.
Fisher encouraged people to
do similar activities, though
not in the same place he went.
"I wouldn't encourage all of
Bowling Green to go where I
went because I go to get away,"
Fisher said.
According to Fisher, the best
way to get involved is to find a
place where such an opportunity exists and write the people
who are in charge of it.

The BG News
Students wha met with president Sidney Ribeau in his
home on Wednesday said the
experience was a positive and
informative one.
"I think it was important to
do it (the meeting] away from
campus," said Alison Vogcl, a
music education major. "Him
inviting us into his home really
made a difference."
Sean Tominey, senior IPC
major, also believed the meeting place was well chosen.
"It brought him down to our
level, or us up to his," he said.
"If we lied been in a classroom
it would have been different."
The students and Ribeau

PUPPET
Continued from page one.
Woman Who Swallowed a Fly
created by the graduate students themselves. From purple
dinosaurs to fluffy gray manatees, Wright said the kids react
to these characters with delight
and wonder.

RANGER
Continued from page one.
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Movie Review
Unusual storytelling, good
acting gives 'Limbo' its edge
By JAMES
ELDRED
The BG News
Limbo,
the
new film by
director/writer
John
Sayles
("Lone
Star")
begins with an underwater shot of
salmon swimming upstream.
Scenes of the salmon migration are
seen throughout the film, and
while they may seem simple at
first, it quickly becomes clear that
they are a metaphor for what the
characters in the film are going
through, and also a metaphor for
life itself. Not one scene filmed or
one line uttered by an actor can be
simply explained away, nothing is
as it seems, and you never know
what is going to happen next. For
these reasons, and many more,
"Limbo" is one of the best films of
the year.
Trying to explain the plot of
"Limbo" is difficult because of it's
unusual storytelling method. The
story seems to wander from person
to person throughout the first half
of the film. However, the main
focus is on Donna, a lonely singlemother lounge singer who travels
across the country with her
depressed daughter.
After Donna dumps her
boyfriend in a very unusual way,
she meets a local man named Joe
(David Starthaim) and he helps
her move back into her old house.
He quickly falls for but she is very
reluctant, having just ended the
most recent in a long line of unsuc-

Loud n' Lively

cessful relationships. On top of
that she has to deal with her
daughter Vanessa who is s veral
depressed to the point that she is
scarring herself with razors in her
spare time.
When the film begins to focus on
this story alone, it creates the illusion that you know what is going to
happen next This illusion is completely shattered very quickly however, when the film takes a very
violent turn, which I will not give
away in this review.
Very few films, even independent ones, take the risks that this
one does in order to tell a story.
Most films follow the same basic
storytelling method- this one does
not. The story wanderers around
from person to person. Subplots
are picked up and then dropped
with no resolution at all, and reasons behind characters' actions are
.lot always explained, just like real
life. This movie doesn't feel like a
movie, it feels like life.
Adding the complexity of the
film is the way that it makes it so
that every scene could have a double meaning in the context of which
they are filmed Everything from
the salmon spawning to a plane
landing could have many meanings. It's a difficult concept that is
hard to explain but without it the
film would not be nearly as good
and much of its meaning would be
lost.
On top of the great story are the
equally great performances by the
entire cast. Mary Elizabeth Mastraiunio is terrific as the desperate
and strung-out single mom. and

Vanessa Martinez is equally good
as her depressed daughter. Both
deserve Oscar nominations for
their incredible range throughout
this film.
If there is i.ny reason for someone to hate this film it would have
to be because of the ending. Just
like the rest of the film, it is unconventional and surprising. Many
people will not like it but it is really the only way the film could end.
If John Sayles would have tacked
on a standard happy ending to this
film, it would have lost all of it's
meaning.
This film is the most complex
and involving drama to be released
in years. John Sayles has once
again proved that he can tell any
story in new and groundbreaking
ways.

'Limbo'
Staring David Starthaim
Vanessa Martines and
Mary Elizabeth Mastratonio

B

G News says great and
original. An Oscar worth)

film
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WE'LL MY
YOU $35,000+
TOWARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment
...and over $7,000 if you
qualify for the Montgomery
Gl Bill.../)/«s help in paying
off a qualified student loan up
to $10,000. if eligible.
You'll usually serve one
weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And
you'll serve with an Army
Reserve unit near your
campus.
Over $35,000 toward college - for part-time service.
Think about it
Then think about us.
And call today:

Members of the TNL Band perform Thursday night on the lawn between Kreischer and
Harshman quads.

352-7541

Correction

MAIL YOU CAH II.

The BG News apologizes for the misspelling of a
band name in a recent entertainment article. The
correct spelling is The Big Creak, not Big Creek.

ARMY
RESERVE
www.90army.com

OUR CHALLENGE

LIVING CANVAS
Body Piercing & Tattoo's

,s to know what
consumers want

done exclusively In

THE BANK VAULT
354-5203

NFO Research is the nation's leader in market research lor the
consumer packaged goods and service industries. Drawing on our
panel of over 600,000 U.S. households and our expertise in all facets
of marketing research methodology, NFO delivers fast, cost effective
and reliable insight into all segments of the U.S. population.

■ Now available henna tattoos!
Tobacco Pipes & Accessories
Ecstacy Cigarettes
•Clothing*
Jewelry
•Tapestries

As pan of NFO Worldwide—a group of companies providing
marketing information to the world's major corporations—NFO
Research offers you strong potential for a growth-oriented future.
We currently have professional-level and Internship opportunities
for Marketing Majors. Areas in which you may be involved include
Account Executive responsibilities, design and execution of studies,
and management of research projects.

• Incense &
Oils
• Gift Items
& MORE!

We offer competitive salaries and excellent benefits (for full-time
hires), flexible work hours and a business-casual dress environment.
Please forward resume NFO Research, Inc.. Attn: HR Dept., P.O.
Box 315. Toledo. OH 43697. Fax: 419 481 8812. Email:
jobs0nfor.com. No phone calls, please Equal Opportunity Employer

• Bldis
"Stop and See All The New Items

353-5992
445 E. Wooster

Mon, Thurs, Sat 11-5
Tues, Wed, Fri 11 -9

www. nfow. com

Atlanta • Chicago • Cincinnati •
Greenwich • Minneapolis •
San Francisco • Toledo
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 18,1999
BROADCAST
Paid Program

CD
CD

1:30

1:00

12:00 I 12:30

1

STATIONS
Paid Program

Paid Program

College
Football Today

ITo Be Announced

it Miami From Miami (Live) X
Cortege Football Oh* at Oho State (Lrve)

College FootoanV Purdue at Michigan (Lrve)

®

©
©

NBA Inside
Stuff IEI,

Bun Wolf:
Travels

Viclcr, Garden Router
Wcrkshcj)
(Ft) X

Michigan Outof-Doors

Northern
Experience

©

Vooawnghri

Homctime
C

AMC

to Ba

Discovery
News •■

DISC

Discover
Magazine >•

Movie: *•
.'..■.-

Win Ben
Steins Money

Win Ben
Stem s Money

'

War Dogs R

HIST

Xena: Warrior Princess
"Endgame ' (R) (In Stereo) X_

1
Major Leagiue
Baseball li-r . t
FV-. LI.L

igets at Boston Red Sox Fenway

Victory Garden
(R)X

HOME OF THE .12 nz PERSONAL PITCHER

fc-

Mfefff

Kids m the
Hall

Kidslnthe
Hall

n

Raging Planet "BiiHard' Snow
can turn deadly (R)
College Football Auburn at
Louisiana Stale (Lrve)X

Movie: Eve'
A')t>r il998| «

Movie • ** 'City of Ange.'s"(i 998. Roman;e') Nicolas Cage
ami :■ orntt iiworvedv. •<- ■ K\ ■_■:■! -..■ ;■:;*. ro v.- :=

Sissy Duckling
iin Ste'eo) '(.

High Rollers: A History ol Gambling From horse races m colon.at Hell's Angels IRI I
' lo the legalized gampimg ol loday (R)

History Undercovtr(R)

Tales of the Gun Women and
Quns-(R)

College Football Bostcn Coi'ege at Navy (Lrve)

College Football Wisconsin at Cincinnati (Lrve)

SCtFI

Dark SltleS

Sworn to Secrecy Uva
Enigma" (R)

[In Stow) «

Movie: ••• ■/Twf.y(1986.
Soence Ficion) Jell Goloblum

Sliders Map c! the Mind (R) (In First Wave' Bund Witness"
Ai^-ns lake over a hospital X
Stereo) 31

Parseape A Bugi Lrle" (R) (I"
Slereo) K
"

I' ' .■ ' -i' '-■■'

Trauma: Life in the ER ' T*s
Human Combustion/Tattoos
Paramedics Uti Dark [R]
Home Sav-y
Home Savvy
Men in
Homo Again
Men in
Thai Bra' (R)
Inexpiable deaths [RJ
Pergola' (R;
Toolbtlts jRj
Toolbells ••
IR)
(Rj
Movie: • GoH3Sersef*''(t9e3.Comedy)JohnCan<jy.Eu9ene
Movie:
Tw Gnat Outdoor! 1988. Comedy) Dan Aykroyd. A Movie: >•'■, ^Gr/?"(l993.ComedyOrama)OanAykroyd A
new ii'Ciid helps vada research her late mother's die
Levy A cult brainwashes a bumpier to assass«iafe a congressman lamily gelaway goes awry when opnoxiobs relatives arrive
Movie: »•'- "Cokeheads"
i F'ed Ward
Movie ••
,..i,'d(a"'(i990. Horror) Jenny Seagrove A
IMovie.ee'* Tremors"'(1990. Horrc-i Kev« &
Walker Texas Ranger
(1993, Comedy) Dan Aykroyj M
k-sert lown B
Monster
sandwc<ms
devour
denizens
ot a Neve
d/uid's need lor mfanis Iwces her mio baby-stfwg (in Stereo) Ji
Rainbow s End (In Stereo^
Behind the Music The r<se ani;
Behind ihe Music TLC' (R| |in Behind the Musi
Behind the Music Lenny
Behind the Music A profile ot
Behind the Music Poison*
lallodapperVaniWice (R)
KiaviU"(R)
(In
Stereo)
Slereo)
(In Stereo)
ttpma Ml ■

TLC

,
*»*

VH1

TUES.

Monday Phal
Night Tuesday
Buffet
$4.00
wings.
taco i &
olhcr
munciucs

FSO
f,',,i^ry Science
Theater 3000 iRl

Happy Hour Daily
from 7 - 9pm

o

MON.

PGA Golf B C Open ■■ Third Round From
Endcoti. NY.

College
Gameday

Movie: •• "Si/per Mav-o B>os (i993,Faniasy)BobHoskms Two
plumpers rescue a captive paranei-worM princess PG'ff

Blue Streak
First Look 1

Countdown to
De La Hoya

HBO

Perennial
Gardener I

VIP VIP coses as a gang
hued lo steal a platinum cache

[Raging Planet Flood" Floods
: 'able (R)

College Football Ke-.r-. at Indiana (Lve).t

ESPN

Joy ot Painting Simply
^ rsj R m
Pa ntmg

Saturday Night Live F
Morrow. Nirvana X

i'esf c' T.mes '(1986. Comedy) Robin W*ams
■••
'_- jj

Into the Unknown Unknown
Creatures" (R)

In the Wild Orangutans With
Jui*a Roberts' (R) fin Stereo) 3f

WED.

THJRS.

f^)

SAT.

FRI.

. '(1957 Drama) Rock Hudson. Jennifer Jones
IVinoro De Sea An American sc*J»e' taw * love w<h his Engfcsn nurse

Movie ••• "u'.'e Vame"(1958 Comedy)Rosalind Russet: F
Roger Smith Ar orphan becomes the war-] ot MS oohemian New York ami tf

Comedy Salute to Andy
Kaufman (R)

Trjilside"
Adventure

"Culinary
Travels «

Battle Oome (Senes Premiere)

Movie: *'.- Heatseekc ,1995. Science Fiction) NoroertWe-sser
Keith Cocme A human kckboaer is pitted against a dea

10 30) Movke. **
1974 MuwaQ Lur

Chnslina
Cooks'

Shop «.

Jacques Pepin
Know Your
No* Yankee
This Old
HMMOM
Fire
Workshop H
Col
House X
Major League Baseball New York Yankees al Cleveland Indians Jacobs F.eid (in Stereo LrveH

in IWZOM
Stereo) It

PUB

College Football Mictnga'i State at Noire Dame (in Stereo Live) X

Lighter Side of Ryder Cup Preview (In Stereo)
Sports
New Yankee
This Old
Workshop ■
House (R) X

City Guys -i
Steieo) (El) X

NFL Under the
Helmet 1

#

COME SEE THE NEWLY REMODELED

5:30

2:00

$300
22o/.
1! .,: A
Bud Lite

Phal Deals

£
$250
32 oi.
Bud l-ilc

Dave.
Phish
&
Dead
$2 00
Captain

&
Cokes

Draft
Draft
Ladies
Night Specials Specials
Ladies

Free
Before
11 30
ITOA-M

Sm<K)ihic
Specials
loo/
$2.50

532 e woosiec 19 and over with proper I.D. 3522447

SATURDAY
BROADCAST

CD
CB

STATIONS

1 30i College Football Penn
State at Uw FtomMami 3.

Cash
Eiplosion

College Football Michigan at Syracuse Syracuse. NY (Live) .<

.3 30i College Foolb.nl Ot
'61* Stale l%«.

Tan .'.' '
P<»ce BoOOy7

Miss America Pageant W7_<"
L've) JL

J'd Reck t rcm Pretandtr' Qaiiup lu't" (Ri dn
the Sun
suVtc i

Drew Carey'I
Stereo) 5

Lawrence Welk Show '.-,,.
Season' 'Sotsa 1 Premwe]

Austin City Limits Loreitt
Travels in
Europe

Travels m
Europe

©^

Lawrence Walk Show New

P'emicrei

btorni V.'arnmg

■

:-'-^ C M

(RJ
i CO I College Football A JL in al Louisiana State. (Uve) X

College
Football

■

Atlantic Wall B)

Qraal Ships "The Battleships'

TNT

Crimes in Time Foul nctor :us nines, mcludng Ihe thell of the
Wrath of God: Disasters in
America. Hjtucanes Wind-Ram MonaLisa IR)3I
College Football Stanford at Arizona (Lrve)

Before They
Were Rock

[Movie:*** 'PrrvardParts'(i997,Ccmedy)«HuwardSlemJtoi)n
Howard Stem becomes lung of the New York airwaves lln Stereo) 3E

Movie:*** "That Thng You Do'" [ 1996. Comedy-Drama) Tom Everett Scott. Lw
Tyler Smalltime roc«ers nj ii pgwuh a catchy smgie (InStereoj

Radio's

IMovie: 'Wnu
0;fl"'O995):s:

Behind the Music 'Meat Lo I
(R) (In Slereo)
W

1:30
NFL Football CmlraOKmnil Tennessee T'tans Ade'phia
Coliseum (Lrve) I

NFL Football Piitstturgh Swe'e's at Battimore Ravens PSlnei Stadium (live) X

Coach Gary
Pinket

IMovie ••*'.

Coach Gary
Blackney

JFK" (1991. Drama) Kev.n Costner. Sssy Spacek Joe Pesc

To Be Announced

Track and Field lAAFGranJ
Pnx Final Munich. Germany S
Wiley Post ol Oklahoma T-e

FWno LiM
Tax Cod

This Old
House iC

American
Woodsr-cp

FOX NFL Sunday (In Sie-c-3

I!

I Home
'Improvemenl

'Home Cooking Jewish
Cooking

Christina
Cooks!

Auto Racing Amercan Le Mans Series - Petti Le Mars
Brasetton. Ga (In Stereo) I

[Horse Racing: Wcodiva-d
Matrc. Futu'iiy

McLaughlin
One on One

America Sews

McLaughlin
Group

Nova Wanted Bute" ana
Sundance" (In Stereo) JT

Lawrence Welk Show New
Season" (Season Premiere)

Sewing-Nancy

Healthweek lln Body ft Soul
Stereo) I
(In Slereo) S

NFTFootball G'e-:' Bay Pac-e's at Detroit L<ons Pont.ac Silverdcme [I- Slcrec Live) X

NFL Postgame iMore Than a
'In Slereo) fi
Game £.

Major League Baseball Deed Tigers at Boston Red Sox Fenway Park ,live>

Movie: **'i Crocod*Dundee "(1988. Comedy) Paul Hogan
The adventurer llees to the Outback \o evaae a drug lord

STATIONS
* 'TheSeven-t/ps"(i974. Adveniure) Roy Scheider.
: '.■ ■ ■ - :ops set out K ■venQS ■> amnids i ^^ir

Hollywood Behind the Badge
A Century of Cinema Cops

Movie: **'* 'The Proposition (1997) A boozy
rogui fiefpsawidowdnwhai aatiic nstrto

Royal Families Movie: Roman
of the World
Hotxiay (1953)

■Sffpei'.1931. Comedy) BJI Murray. HaruldP.-iir:!', WarienOaies A
Mjnay Dan Aykroyd S jou'r*y [Movie:**
-dy)
lo Earth.
j,oy r,qe takes \m A-f-t 'e:r^its across enemy mes
d::''i'-'-. rat)

Movie
Weaver
DiiCO'.iry
News ,R

larcwt Berlir
R

:■ ANFLCountdow

firepower 2000
l (R)

Trie H qft Te:^ On the Inside'The World's
Largest Mali" (Rj

;Triathlon Internat'Onal Ironmar.
Lake Placid. N Y

[Movie■*•'. Dt JekytiandMs Hyde (1995.
Comedy) Sean Young (h Stereo) 'PG13' K

PWBA Bowling Finals San
Diego

On the inside Fmptre State
'-„!]• | ,Ri

Great Ships The innovations of
ih*\ itatiKP
,-. anil
and rnOihuHnvi
construction

Great Ships "Hiah Tech. High
Quit Propulsion
P.nonltuvi ' (R)
(Pi
Seas

Motorcycle Racing AMA
Superspon Series

Drag Racing- NHRA Keystone
Najjonaii From Raadkn p.i

Hardcore
Baseball

Major League Baseball New York Yankees al Cleveland Indians. Jacobs F:ek3 (Live)

FSO

Earth 2 Brave New Pacifica H" [American Gothic Potato Boy
Ster./o: I
(In Ste'eo) 3C
Time Travel
Physicists (R)

What a Blast
(R)

Universe 2001 Beyond the
Millennium Stars (Rt

TLC

Home Savvy
(R)

TNT

In the Heat ol the Nighi d esp s enemies peg
nan to run for shentl n Stereo) X

USA

IMovie: •• Ou'.edA*:ve'//'(i997. Suspense) Tim Matheson A
* 1 00) Movie: Heartless'
1997, Mystery) Madden Arr.ick Laman see*s revenge on her ^rsiwhile poisoners (In Slereo) S

VH1

Movie
'T'-jf *.''■ ;

Yellow Sub

Senior PGA Goll IV • L ■
Championship - Final Rour-d

Movie: *'» "Poice Academy iSScn to MOSCOW [Happily Ever
Q9H Comedy) George Gaynes 'PG'TT
After

Automobdes Jeep" (R)

Home Savvy
Pergola (Hi

\'..i>.,,

Raging Planet iR)

Exodus Desperate Voyage (R( (Great Ships Exploring the
evo.ui»oii of maHime weaponry.

11 001 Movie- *• "Fiywj
*s'(fs ,'976, Robert Conrad

1

Saturday Night Live B

Movie:*', ddcryshac* U" (19B8. Cociedy) Jackie Mason An
.;■■...
. . : .M •;-,«!;,') : ■ - a -• ot : I
.■-■, cU *PG j

(11 301 Real
Sports (R,JC

HIST

Alien Nation Contact" (I
Stereo) JC

On ihe Inside' Hurrcanes" (R)

PGA Golf B C Open ■■ Fmal Round From Endicolt. N Y (Live)

HBO

Tribe Time

Tutors Needed!

Based on the alleged consp-racy surrouncW*g JFK's death [Women at Risk: Women and
Cancer

Market to
Market

Climb Aoainst the Odds 11'.
S:ereoj 5

■'.

Woodwiighi's
Shop ::

SCIF1

Paramedics Denver paramed.es
it back alleys and penthouses

Movie: ** "Sifpteasr"( 1996. Comedy Drama) Demi Moore. Afrrand As-ianir:. Vmg IMovie: •*»'. Fargo"' (1996) A businessman's"
Rhames A Miami mother becomes a stripper to raise some quick cash
kidnapptrtg scheme spins out of control

STATIONS

NFL Today '

CABLE

|Movie *' < The Lost IVor,'0'
9921 John Rliys-Dav-es

Exposed: The Stories Benin
the Pictures

Paramedics Denver paramedics Trauma •• Life in the ER
visit back alleys and penthouses "Fne"di> Fire* (R)

»■, "VVayrf)e5lVo'U2'(i993. Comedy) Mike Myers A
i star tells Wayne lo organize a big concert. (In Stereo) 3E

"•«"
BROADCAST

ESPN

David Cross: The Pride Is Back Sex and the
IMovIe: TWj
Davd Cress tlnStereoiB!
City (In Stereo) Tnmys"(199e)

SEPTEMBER 19,1999

SUNDAY

DISC

Sponsccnter ::

'Movie: t»'j ■The,'esSt"'ne,,h,ngADjUi.Vjrj'"M998)Cameron
Diaz A man hires a sleazy private eye to find a former classmate

Exlremely Weird .R)

VH1

[Man Show R: |VS fi
:«.
New Detectives Cjse 5hK&S
m Forensic Science'' (R)

History's Lost* Found R|

Behind the Music Dornyi
;':Ste*eo)

■:

Baseball Tonight

Ultimate Guide Octopus" (R

Body Styles ;P) (Pan 1 of 2)

.5 00;'Movie: t*'i
iMovi
Canerfwatfj't 1993. Comedy) JT r

AMC

!Bob and
Margaret ,P

Senior PGA Golt Bank One Criamp*>nsh.p -- Second Rouno
Dallas (Live)

World"

Movie:.1. "rheLosfWorJd'lliOZ.AOven'ure) Jor-nR'iys-Oavws IMovie: Re'^m to ir>e Lost Wcr'a 11993 Ao.er utw Juhr Rl iysDav.v-> The battle is on lo save a haven lor \.
An c»pcdit.on nve5t*iates sightings ol pieh stone He

Behlnd the Music Meat Loaf"
(R) (in Stereo)

SB

South Park
XatOtg-y ,R

Justice Files Bo'ind Ctuv-d
Doors "Cr*ne^i the tamily (R)

,

■TtcFly'
19B6) Jett GolODium K

USA

Mad TV «ny Springer
Stereo

IMartm
Star Trek The Next Generation
[•Work,ng Girls" (In Stereo) X

Movie: •*'< because They re Young "(i960 Drama) DickCiaik
A ';'■''
v..'n 'S cer',1 nHc^slea '' h-s sl-3er.!j_

College Football Air Force al Washington (Live)

Movie: **» "AryG.'r(l99VComeOy-Drama)MacaulayCuikm A
funetaJ dneclor's daughter has a summer of awakenings

Saturday Night
Live (In St'jreo}

Monica Mancini. on Record
!,!■ Stt't
■'

X-Files The Red aic! ihe B'ac*
Stereo; (Part 2 o* 2} S.

[America's Most Wanted
America Fights Bach I

Cotn.-Presentf IVoung Comedians

Wild Discovery'/.:

(5 45) Movie: *** •£.'?'After" (1998. Romance) Ore* Barrymo*e
A courageous scuaery maid wns the lean o> a prmce 'PG' I

TLC

Great Australian Train
Journeys

Keeping Up
Appearances

Movie. ••* Strategy A.: Cowana ;' 9CS Drama) James
Slewart A prolessional baseball piaye' '"usi rerom ine Air Force

DISC

FSO

New Red
Green

Keeping Up
Appearances

iMajor League Baseball b- i
Fresh Prince
at D. •■on Red Sox (Lrve) ol Bel-Air

Restoring Faces A Plastic •
Surgery Miracle iR;

HIST

New Red
Green

Antiques Roadshow 'San
Texas :m Stereo J

Movie •» The D^wm Conspiracy (1999. Soence Fiction) Jason
"TOOKS A geneticisi must save h.s b'o;hcr irom experimentai.y $.

COM

HBO

Going Places Sydney" (R) (In
Stereo) SL

PuE Comics
IXTR]

■

Austin City Lim Is ;R) (In
Stereo)

Ballykissangel Bread and
Water" (In Slaieo)

Hercules The Legendary
Journeys »,;i'i Slereo) X

Daily Show H■ {Daily Show H. iManShowiR. 1 Win Ben
Stems Money

News

Wany's

Cops Artfcrii !Cops Pjir»
'PAj |Bea:h R;i;

CABLE STATIONS
Movie
Revolution VVrfhouf We"(1970) Gene Wilder
AMC
1 on the eve o> the French Revolution
Tw

ESPN

, ■<.... M.ss Arrenca Pageant'rom Atlantic C-ty NJ (In Stereo

(Pretender Dunatetase* Jarod is reunited with his lather and teams New 5 E
ihai the Tnumvraie has cloned his DNA (R) (In S:creo) .1

[Movie: **• "the Fiy"(\96G. Scenco Ficl»on) Jett Gotdctum A
soentisi is transformed into a monstrous insect (In Slereo) I
Universe 2001: Beyond the
Millennium "Creation" (R)

Universe 2001 Beyond Ihe
Millennium Planets" (R)

Movie: **'J 'Mean and Souls
f'993) Rotjerl Downey Jr X
Universe 2001: Beyond the
Millennium Lite" (R)

Movie: lr. ins Hear of tnetogftt A Matter oUustw (:994. DramajIMovIe: •* Str^iease' (1996 Comedy-Drama) Demi Moore. ArmandAssante Vir^
Carrol O'Connor. QiHespn and Fortjes track a serial kJler m Sparta Rhames. A Miami mother becomes a stripper to raise some quick cash.
[Sovit: Jou'.teKiotheCenfero«»ier7aiih' ('999. Science Ficlnn) Treat Williams. Jeremy London.
Bryan Brown Based on Jules Verne's lale oi a inp lo the Earth's cote (In Stereo) K

|Movie: ** "The 'rj0s"(1999 D^ama)Charles S Dulton BmSmiirccic'. Je"« OConneli Two lamilies aie toin apart Dy [YellowSub
|e.ents during the 1960s (In Siereof

JMovie': ** Sneeyuler A True
Rock Story' (1999. Drama)

For Math, Econ. Accounting,
Computer Science, and General
Science courses.

Requirements:
• 2.8 GPA
• A or B in course
you wish to tutor
• Sophomore Standing

Pays $5.50/111-.
Call 372-2677 and ask for Christine or stop by
424 Saddlemire for an application.

Student Support Services

SUNDAY

—Triioir

55315 I 7:00

BROADCAST

CD

14 CO. Nf L Football Cleveland
Browns at Tennessee Titans X
ABC World
News Sunday

ttswsx

©

NBC Nightly
[News

60 Minutes^Season Premiere)
jo Bare
1

AMC
COM

.- .1

■

Wild Islands (R; itn Stereo)
(Part 2 01 3) S.

IntheWild'G'ayWr.aiesWitn
Chi ■'.[' ■-■' k-L-'..*t- 1.11 Stereol

1

Tony B'Own s
Journal

Hidden Worlds Africa s Hog
Heaven "'In Stereo) 1

In 111c Wild
>.,, .'.' Vu
.'. Chrtstophet Reeve" (ki Stereo)

D.i ||:

Home
Improvement

Home
Improvement

King of the Hill
(R)S

Star Trek: Voyager
J^39ernajf(R)(lnSlgreo)i;

impsoi
fi Stereo) !l

Futurama (R)
(In Slereo) I

■.....,

■

Season (Season Premiere)
FhMigionEthics

■/. - ",V ,.

Is America Number 1? :-

Mad About You The Final
!
'_ '■" Hi I' }■■!._< .■'

ER "Bi«ard
(In Stereo) B

cna^e a grcoOHOWSii X
Practice Kappfy Ever After" (R)
i- Stanwl I

nOMJ EbSffl 4
the Movies I

Foots Rush In (1997. Comedy) MaiRiew Perry.
uushes one-shot lovers into a daficutt marriage X

Pensacola
Wings of Gold

K-M/,'r''Tr'ef'n'oN?hr'(,9*'D,ama>WlUmHL'n "artha Henry. Peter
'°" tupjenePNeiiis play ol a iiouhled lush-American fam.iy (in Slereo) X
* * *: - ' tong Oa^'s Journey Inl

That 70s
Show -.

Star Trek Deep
Friends «
TrVhal You Leave flehmd" (R) X

Action H ■■
(In Stereo) ]

til' (1996. Drama) William Hutt, Martha Henry Peter
*dir.sh American lamrty (in Stereo) X

X-Files" Quagm-'e' {in Stereo)

Friends"7'"

Sport s-Detr oil

To Be Announced
Martin Radio
Days X

;5 30* Movie: 'flOTjnHeWay'(1953)Aprincess Behind the
Movie ..*
roCjfc/iaTh.fr(l955 Mystery) Cary Grant A
Movie: ... "The Aamaker"(l9S6 Drama) Burl Lancaster A
facat-oning m Rome fats move with a reporter ffJScreen
lormer thief ,s suspected when enme piaoues the Rrviera
con man transforms a sprier n a oYougnt-i A£fTiowrT
Movie:**
Ghosit>us:ers II 11989, Comedy) Bill Murray. Dan Aykroyd. Sigourney Mov-r
"Sims (1981. Comedy) Bill Murray. HarokJ Ram,s. Warren Oaies A
South Park
Critic
Weaver A long-dead
j-dead CarpatKar
Carpathian warlock attempts 10 return to Eartn
ioy rde takes two Army rt'cruits across enemy ii^es
CMOSQI P
(5 CO) Raging Planet (R)

I Extreme Alaska"^

ESPN

Sportacenter

HBO

Movie: **"PaoW"(l99e)Gena Rowlands An
nteiligeni parrot recalls his expk>is to a tanitpr X

HIST

Great SMps How man charted
his way through the ages (R.i

FSO

S Drag Racing NHRA
jne Nationals (Live)

SCIFI
TLC

Movie

AnnaDC'iGisli Atait-tui tutt-.-r-,.,

Datetint (in Stereo) K

Senior PGA Golf Bank One
Championship - Fnal Round

DISC

Judging Amy The Pilot"
1
(SeriesPre
"
i.--.
.- Preir-.y-.
' in Slereo)X

Movie: Viun (1998. Coriedy-Drama) Tony Denza. Jane Sibbeit
A negieciiui lamer 15 convinced he must build an aik (In Slereo) X

Slar Trek Deep Space Nine
World's
"What Vou Leave Behind 'R) I Funniest! g

©

7- (II

STATIONS

Get Out Ahve

I Vital Sigi i(R)

Preemies A Fight for Life

FBI Files 'Death « Alaska' (R,

NFLPnmetime NFL Football New York Jets at Buffalo B.i s Ra'^l. Wilson Staoum (Live)!
Movie: *•* 7AnV(f996. Adveniure) Anmated ISei and the
lArliss (R)
A worker anl falls lor ihe Queen's daughter PG'JI City .in Stereo) Stereo)

|Secrets of World War I (R)

Tales of the Gun "Japanese
Guns of WWU

Sporlscr-nter

[Movie: "Sro-m Caicfiet" (1999) Dolph Lundgren
A laiseiy d-scrediled p*iot uncovers a conspiracy

Ichris Rock
C Anc;eio

Sworn to Secrecy "The Invasion History Undercover Inferno
That Never Was
'"" r'"' S 'QlDnttdsn

Military Blunders: A Bridge To
|Far/Bomhng Fasco

Boxing Sunday Nght F.gl Is - Le" Martinez .s Wayne
McCuCugh Us Vegas

Goln Deep

FOX Sports News

FOX sports News

(5 00) Movie:**'. "Heart and
Souls" (1993. Comedy)!

mantum Leap Viewers O
Episode (lr Stereo) X

Quantum Leap Viewers' Cho<ce
Episode (in Slereo) X

Quantum Leap Viewers'Choice
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BG prepares to corral herd
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
It would be no surprise if
24th-ranked Marshall is
thinking revenge heading
into Saturday's game in Huntington, W.Va against the Bowling Green football team at 7
p.m.
After all, BG handed the
two-time defending MAC champion its only loss, 34-13, last
year. Marshall finished 12-1 in
1998.
Falcon coach Gary Blackney
believes his team has to play a
near-perfect game to knock off
the Thundering Herd, who
have won 25 straight at home.
"We won't do ?nything out of
the ordinary," sophomore wide
receiver Robert Redd said. "We
just know we have to go in and
be ready to play with the determination we're going to come
out with a victory."
The Falcons have confidence

GAME #3
Bowling Green (1-1)
at
MarshaIH2-0)
7 p.m. at Marshall
Stadium
Radio: WBGU 88.1 FM ,
Nick Luciano and Jen Ebinger
Air Time: 6 p.m.

going to Huntingdon after the
win at Perry Stadium last season. However, there will be a
few differences this time
around.
In 1999, the Falcons will not
be sneaking up on Marshall
like last year. Another thing is
Blackney does not have a
designed game-plan since the
offense is not running the ball
well. Blackney was disappointed with the play of his offensive
line in the 40-15 win over Tennessee Tech. He said the offensive linemen need to be more
physical than they were
against Tennessee Tech.
"A year ago, we were rolling
off the ball," Blackney said. "We
had a gameplan that we
thought would work. That was
to be able to run the football,
keep the chains moving and
keep that offense on the bench
and it worked. If we can't run, I
think we have three fine
receivers. If we can protect
Ricky Schneider, I think he can
get the ball to where it needs to
go"
Senior offensive lineman
Mark Kautzman said the offensive line's focus is going back to
the blocking fundamentals.
"I think we need to tighten a
few things for the conference
opener," Kautzman said. "The
overall mindset, being physical
and more aggressive."
The Falcons did that in 1998
carrying the ball 56 times for
181 yards while throwing for
233 yards against the MAC's
top defense. Blackney said
quarterback Bob Niemet had
the game of his career in that
win.
The Herd offense begins with

Volleyball
at Colorado
By NICK HURM
The BG News
. A good showing at the Colorado State Invitational this
weekend could give the Bowling Green volleyball team its
own rocky mountain high.
The competition is among
the best the Falcons will see all
year. BG will battle Cal Poly
today and follow it up Saturday
with Colorado State and Southern Missouri.

games yet this year. CPU's big
gun, Kan OeSoto was named
Big Conference player of the
week on Monday. At the Fresno
State Invitational last weekend, DeSoto had 61 kills in a
span of four matches and had
only
nine
attack errors.

Colorado
State
is
presently
ranked 17th in
the
country
Cal Poly and CSU will pose Van De Walle after winning
their
second
as the biggest threat for the.
straight tournaFalcons. CPU is 6-1 on the year.
Besides their lone loss to East- ment last weekend and improvern Washington, the Mustangs ing to a perfect 7-0 on the year.
have never been taken to five The Rams have been unstop-

Central
Michigan

BG News Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE
BG quarterback Ricky Schneider lofts a ball over two Tennessee Tech linemen. Schneider and the
Falcons hope that they can hold on to the ball in order to beat MAC favorite Marshall Saturday.
Heisman Trophy candidate,
quarterback Chad Pennington.
The senior has completed 52-of75 passes for 612 yards and
four touchdowns for a 147.48
rating. His top targets have
been Nate Pool (11 catches for
93 yards and two touchdowns)
and James Williams (10 catches for 110 yards). Marshall has
averaged 38 points per game,
first in the MAC.
"He's outstanding," Blackney
said. "He has velocity, touch
and is very accurate. He has
enough athletic ability to get
outside the pocket and keep a
play alive. He's just a guy that
is innately a playmaker. I
would say the biggest thing is
to not give up the big play. I

don't know all the quarterbacks
in the country but I've seen and
coached against enough quarterbacks to know he's a great
player."
The Marshall offense will
pose a challenge to BG's topranked defense in the MAC. It
has allowed just 232.5 yards
per game including 72 against
the rush. The secondary knows
Pennington will complete his
passes. However, the staff does
not want any passes over 20
yards.
"He's thrown the ball 40
times a game," said sophomore
cornerback Chris Hubbard. "I
think if we control the passing
game and keep them out of the

end zone, we'll come out all
right."
In the backfield for Marshall
is three-time 1,000-yard rusher
Doug Chapman. In two games,
Chapman has gained 121 yards
on 26 carries. Chapman runs
behind a line anchored by
seniors Mike Guilliams, Irv
Dotson and Jason Starkey.
Blackney called Marshall's
defense as good as the Herd
offense. The Thundering Herd
are led by defensive tackle
Giradie Mercer, linebacker
John Grace and free safety
Rogers Beckett. Marshall's
defense ranks second in the
MAC giving up just 256 yards
and 6.5 points per game.

rocky competition
invitational
pable. CSU has swept all but
one of its competitions. The
Rams have won 15 straight
matches dating back to last
year.
"We know that the teams we
are playing are going to be bigger and faster," coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "It doesn't
matter who is on the other side
of the net. We want to show
that we can play composed and
steady."
The Falcons have been causing some havoc to the competition also. BG is off to a 5-2 start
and have been putting up some
big numbers along the way.
Senior middle hitter Lori
Kemerer was named Mid-

American Conference Player of
the Week Monday for her performance at the Marquette
Invitational. Kemerer played
big, averaging 3.00 blocks and
2.00 kills per game. She tied a
career high with eight block
assists in a win over Providence
Saturday.
"I'm just stepping up my role
as a senior," Kemerer said.
"We're going to have to step up
a lot more this weekend
because of the tougher competition. We just have to get into
our hearts to know that we can
beat a ranked team."
Senior left side hitter Melissa Lewis, like last year, is a definite force for the Falcons.

By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
A strong start at home followed by an 0-2 showing at the
Holiday Inn City Centre Classic in Peoria, 111., has had the
Bowling Green men's soccer
team working hard all week on
improving its defense.
In the Falcons first three
games, only one ball got past
BG goalkeeper Ty Fowler and
the result was three wins.
Last weekend, Bradley's
Gavin Glinton and Tulsa's Ted
Figard each scored three times
as the Falcons gave up eight
goals in back-to-back games for
the first time since the final
game of the 1993 campaign and
the season opener in 1994 when
they lost 6-1 at Michigan State
and 3-2 to Loyola-Baltimore.
"One of the things we have
been focusing on this week is
keeping better track of our
marks," BG coach Mel Mahler
said. "This will be a good test
for us because we have been
focusing on team defense this
week and Central Florida is a

team that scores a lot of goals."
The Falcons (3-2) meet Central Florida (2-0) at 1 p.m. Saturday in Rochester Hills, Mich.,
in the Global Soccer Classic
hosted by Oakland University.
BG will face Xavier (1-2) Sunday, also at 1 p.m.
Central Florida's Heikki Ritvanen was the third leading
goal scorer in Division I last
year with 24 goals and is a Preseason Ail-American according
to Soccer Online.
"Well pay a little more attention to him," Mahler said. "He
doesnt have the pace that Glinton has but he is a little more
creative. The important thing is
that he has been able to put the
ball in the back of the net. For
the first 15-20 minutes of the
game we will play it safe and
then adjust the way we play
them from there."
BG will not be able to focus
all of its energy on stopping Ritvanen, because two other Golden Knights scored at least 13
goals each last season.
Mahler said a win on Saturday would be helpful in raising
1

By WENDY WELLMAN
The BG News
The Bowling Green State
University Women's Rugby
Club defeated Central Michigan last Saturday"8-5.
Flanker Liz Pierce scored
BG's only try with junior flyhalf
Jocelyn DeSantis kicking in a
field goal for three points.
"It was a close game, a really
good game," DeSantis said.
"Every year they're a tough
team."
Last year the women's rugby
team went undefeated in both
of their regular seasons.
They ended up third in the
Midwest Tournament, advancing to Nationals in Colorado.
They placed within the top 10
women's teams in the nation.
Senior scrum half and COcaptain Sharon Chave cites
DeSantis as a player to watch
in the coming season.
"She leads by example,"
Chave said. "She and Beth
Smith started playing A-side
last year. This year they will
have to step it up and lead the
team, especially in the spring."
DeSantis also praised Smith,
a junior prop.
"We are really looking for her
to lead the pack in strength,"
she said.
DeSantis said the team will
also be looking to CO-captain
Laura Lingenfelter and rookie
outside center Heather Schuster for leadership.
"Heather is a very strong
link to our line," she said.
Even with the win at CMU,
the falcons are looking to
improve. Chave said they have
12 to 15 rookies this year. However, they are always looking
• See RUGBY, page NINE.

Lewis is leading the MAC in
kills per game.
"I'm just doing my job,"
Lewis said. "Whatever coach
needs me to do, I am going to
try and do. If I need to put up
those numbers, then I will."
BG has used their newly
found depth as an advantage.
Other Falcons have stepped up
to add a new twist to this year.
"You can put anyone off the
bench and it doesn't change the
chemistry," senior right side
hitter Kris Pesorda said. "We
are very versatile. We can look
to anyone to make an attack,
dig or pass."

Mens soccer hopes to change losing ways against
CFU, Xavier in Oakland University tournament

BO NEWS PHOTO BEN FRENCH
Falcon defender Fred Degand (13) slide tackles a Western Kentucky forward.

Women's
rugby

the teams comfort level for
Sunday's game.
"You have to find a way to
bounce back and get positive
results," he said. "We have to
play harder, we have to play
more organized and we have
to play with more emotion,"
Mahler said.
Xavier started
the 1998 season
6-0
in
the
Atlantic
Ten
before injuries
struck and the
team finished 1Mahler
4. That has
Xavier
coach
Jack Hermans predicting this
will be the best year in school
history.
BG and Xavier could each
enter Sunday's game feeling
like their records are not representative of their team ability.
"[The players] need to relax
a little bit," Mahler added.
"They're too concerned with
wins and losses. They need to
focus on the game and just go
out and play."

runs
on
home
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The Falcon men's and
women's cross country teams
are preparing for their only
chance to run on a friendly
course this season.
Men's coach Sterling Martin
is happy with his team's performance after its first meet and
feels the best race has yet to be
run.
Martin is pleased with the
productive summer Dave Lawson has had.
The men's race, that starts
at 2:45 p.m., will have 12 teams
running in it. Coach Martin is
pleased with the competition.
"University of Cincinnati
should offer our toughest competition Saturday," Martin said.
"The University of Toledo will
be there as well so we will also
have some conference competition."
The men's team chose Tom
Cutter as the athlete of the
meet for the race at Ohio last
Saturday.
The women's team will enter
its only home race this season
with a new coach and a 2-0
record .
Cami Wells has been named
the new women's head cross
country coach and has been
running practice since Monday.
She replaces Steve Price who
left in late June to take the
position of athletic director at
Lehman High School in Sidney,
Oh.
Wells is enthusiastic about
• See CC, page nine.
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Men's tennis start play at Butler,
Women begin season at home
last season and four new recruits
who's playing skills are all comparable.
"This year about everyone is
the same if not real similar levels," said Jay Harris,
men's head tennis
coach. "I think this
year we are going to
win more as a team,
it's kind of our
Harris
motto."
BG will
be
competing
against Butler, the host of the
Invitational, along with Evansville, Indiana State, Indiana/Purdue Indianapolis
and Marquette. More teams are competing this year then last year lead-

By Mary Beth Wilfong
The BG News
This weekend starts off the
men's and women's tennis season. The men will be participating in the Butler Invitational
and the women will be hosting
the BGSU invitational.
Men's tennis

The men's tennis team will
begin its journey Friday by heading to Indianapolis, Ind. for a
three day event at the Butler
Invitational.
Last year the Falcon's finished
fourth in the Mid-American Conference with a record of 12-13
overall and 4-3 in the MAC. BG
has six returning players from

ing to tougher competition.
"It is going to be a little
tougher this year, there's more
teams," Harris said. "It will be a
little stronger tournament."
The men unofficially placed
second in the Invitational last
season behind Indiana State, but
they are not just going there to
place, they are looking to
improve upon their skills and see
how well they compete.
"Our goal is not where we finish or for what matches we win,"
Harris said, "but how well we
compete and how much we
improve in playing the matches,
it's really a good opportunity to
get a lot of good matches in a big

competition."
Women's tennis
The women's tennis team will
be starting out their season Saturday at 9 a.m. by hosting the
two day long BGSU Invitational.
The women have been working hard to prepare for the tournament in which women from
Detroit, Eastern Kentucky, Toledo, Illinois at Chicago and Xavier
will be participating in.
"Deidee (Bissinger), Beth
(Wilson) and I are all really looking forward to the up-coming BG
Invitational," senior captain
Kelly Dredge said. "We are

seniors and the whole team has
been working hard."
The success of last year's season will be back again this year.
The team was headed by Penny
Dean who recorded her 100th
win during a match against Toledo. Juniors Megan Rhodes and
Abby Bralton were named All
MAC Second Team with Bratton
setting a record for 30 singles
wins.
Sophomore Devon
Bissinger set a school record for
59 wins combined and her sister
Deidee Bissinger has 23 more
wins to go to beat the 123 combined wins record.
BG played well in the invite
last season, but would like to use

this years invitational to set the
pace for this year. Their goals are
to have the girls get a lot of playing time and to beat Mid-Westem Conference champs UIC and
Toledo (1-8), trying to compete
well in the indoor MAC tournament in the fall season and to see
what kind of a season they are
heading (or.
"I'm expecting a brisk competition against other schools," said
Penny Dean, women's head tennis coach . "We get to see how
we're stacking up against the
other teams a little bit and who
Ihcir new players are."

Women's soccer
prepares for NIU
Northern holds a 3-0 series
lead over the Falcons including
a 2-1 overtime win in the MAC
tournament semifinals last fall
that ended BG's season. The
Huskies are coached by Frank
Horvat, who is 60-61-3 in his
seventh season at Northern.
Their last four losses have been
within a single goal.

By PETE STELLA
The BG News
If anything should be
learned by a college athlete, it
should be to never judge a team
by their record.
The
Northern
Illinois
Huskies, who are the two time
Mid-American
Conference
champions, have a record that
currently stands at 0-6-0. But
when the BG women's soccer
team heads to DeKalb, Illinois
Sunday to face the Huskies, the
record doesn't mean anything.

"Despite their record, Northern is a team that can easily
sneak up on you," BG coach
Tom Piccirillo said. They are
the defending champs and even
though they lost Ann Mucci
(MAC player of the year), they
are still tough."

For the Falcons, they successfully opened MAC play by
defeating Kent Wednesday 2-0.
With the win, BG increased
their record to 4-2-0 overall and
1-0-0 in the MAC.

BG freshman goalie Erika
Flanders, who shut out Kent
Wednesday, set a record by not
giving up a goal for 201 minutes and 36 seconds.

"I go into every game not
knowing how good the team
that we are playing really is,"
Flanders said. "I play just as
hard as I can every day because
I know how important winning
is to our team and our coaches."
After a trip to DeKalb, the
Falcons head home for a pair of
MAC matches. They face Buffalo Sunday, Sept. 26 and then
Toledo on Wednesday, Sept. 29.
Both of these matches will be
held at Mickey Cochrane Field.
"We are still working out
some problems in our game and
the Northern match will be a
good place to work things out,"
Piccirillo said. "We would like
to come home with a 2-0 record
in the MAC."

BG News Photo /BEN FRENCH
Falcon forward Desiree Erb (20) tries to avoid a defender's tackle.

Mud Volleyball takes over Perry field house Saturday
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
"Come Wallow in the Mud' 99," this
weekend. University students will be
playing mud volleyball. This is a new
initiative which will hopefully become a
tradition.
Saturday, September 18, there will be
a 5 on 5 mud volleyball game behind
the Perry Field House from noon to 7
p.m., sponsored by the Dunbar hall
government.
"It is an initiative started out of Dun-

bar Hall that will affect the whole campus," said Dan Bamett, Dunbar hall
director.
According to Brian Seymour, a Dunbar Resident Advisor and RA liaison ,
there will be over 15 co-ed teams competing. First place prize is a trophy with
the mascot, a pig, on top and a $15 gift
certificate to Finders. Each member of
the winning team will be given a trophy.
The second place prize is a miscellaneous prize package from local businesses.

The problems
and the solutions
are Staring you

Furthermore, there will be a raffle as
well. Raffle items include VIP passes to
local businesses, gift certificate to local
businesses and restaurants, cups and Tshirts.
"It is something out of the ordinary,"
he said. "We hope to make this a tradition and will try to offer it once a semester. Students that win will get their
names on a plaque that will be posted in
Dunbar."
Seymour said in comparison to regular volleyball, mud volleyball is more

enticing.
"There is the allure and fun of playing in the mud," he said. "It is a regression back to one's childhood. Usually
playing in the mud would result in your
mother yelling at you, yet now you can
win a prize for it."
Seymour encourages students to
attend the event.
"It's an opportunity to meet people
and have a fun and relaxing time," he
said.
Bamett believes this initiative is an

See abilities,
think possibilities

enactment of the University's core values core values.
He said it displays respect for each
other, pride in a job well done and cooperation through team efforts and good
sportsmanship. The idea itself is an
example of creative imagining,
"Students will be bonding with
Mother earth, which is an enactment of
spiritual and intellectual growth," said
Barnett.
Seymour added that everyone is
open to register to play mud volleyball.

Find Falcon sports
scores every day in
The BG News

in the face.
▼

Volunteers
of America-

Transmission Service
Foreign & Domestic

u>« lifBUllB'Wmt «*««■«*

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates -24 HOUR TOWING - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)
■.P.rt «f .„ EXCITING INTERNET COMPANY!

needed:

B&B Truck & Auto
iir&

Campus Operations Manager
* Earn grsat monay

Still Available

" Excellant raauma bulldar
' Flaxlbla schadula
* Gain Managamant and Markating axparlanca

apply online .if www.ucrsity.com

Swing by and
take a look at
our great living
opportunities!

or call: aTTVVERSITY cxtasa

(337-7489)

113 Railroad St.
*Next to Kinkos
352-9302

y

t

daiiriiu)

Featuring
The
Mighty Meaty
Swing Kings
Friday, September 17,1999,
8 p.m. - 12 midnight,
Great Hall of the Stranahan Theater
4645 Heatherdowns Blvd., Toledo

email your resume to: jobs a^iorsity.com
fast your rcume to: 734/483-8460

The BGSU Greater
Toledo Alumni Chapter Presents...

Open M - F
8 AM - 5 PM

733 MANVILLE AVE.
CAMPUS MANOR STILL AVAILABLE
www.apartmentsforrent.com
E-mail: reby43402@aol.com Fax : 419-352-5114

Dance hits from the '50s - '90s
Swingin' Swing lessons
Reverse Raffle, Last Ticket Pulled Wins Cash
All proceeds to benefit BGSU Scholarship Fund
Dance Tickets: $5 in advance, $8 at the door
Available At: Boogie Records, Stranahan
Theater, Finders Records, BGSU Alumni Office
Call 419.372-2701
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0
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Southeast Division
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4
2
1
1

2
1
0
0
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Pel.
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TODAY'S MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING—Garciaparra, Boston, .350; Jeter,
New York, .346; EMartinez, Seattle, .341;
MRamirez, Cleveland, .337; RPalmeiro, Texas, .337;
BeWilliams, New York, .336; Vizquel, Cleveland,
.331; RAIomar, Cleveland, .331; TFernandez,
Toronto, .331.
HOME RUNS—Griffey Jr, Seattle, 45; CDelgado, Toronto, 44; RPalmeiro, Texas, 44; SGreen,
Toronto, 39; MRamirez, Cleveland, 39; ARodriguez, Seattle, 37; Stairs, Oakland, 35.
RBI—MRamirez, Cleveland, 144; RPalmeiro,
Texas, 139; CDelgado, Toronto, 133; Griffey Jr, Seattle, 123; JuGonzalez, Texas, 115; SGreen, Toronto,
113; JaGiambi, Oakland, 111.
HITS—Jeter, New York, 196; Surhoff, Baltimore,
195; Stewart, Toronto, 183; Randa, Kansas City,
180; Damon, Kansas City, 179; BeWilliams, New
York, 179; IRodriguez, Texas, 177.
DOUBLES—TFernandez, Toronto, 41; SGreen,
Toronto, 40; Garciaparra, Boston, 39; Damon,
Kansas City, 39; Greer, Texas, 39; Zeile, Texas, 39;
Dye, Kansas City, 38; MiSweeney, Kansas City, 38;
CDelgado, Toronto, 38; RAIomar, Cleveland, 38.
STOLEN BASES—Stewart, Toronto, 37;
Vizquel, Cleveland, 37; RAIomar, Cleveland, 37;
Damon, Kansas City, 36; BLHunter, Seattle, 35;
TGoodwin, Texas, 35; ByAnderson, Baltimore, 34.
PITCHING (17 Decisions)—PMartinez, Boston,
21-4, .840, 2.21; Colon, Cleveland, 16-5, .762, 4.08;
Moyer, Seattle, 14-6, .700,3.83; Mussina, Baltimore,
16-7, .696,3.65; OHernandez, New York, 16-8, .667,
4.07; Sele, Texas, 16-8, .667, 4.96; Burba, Cleveland,
14-7, .667,4.28.
STRIKEOUTS—PMartinez, Boston, 288; CFinley, Anaheim, 178; Sele, Texas, 171; Cone, New
York, 159; Colon, Cleveland, 157; DWells, Toronto,
151; Mussina, Baltimore, 150.
SAVES—Wetteland, Texas, 42; MRivera, New
York, 41; RHernandez, Tampa Bay, 39; MJackson,
Cleveland, 36; Mesa, Seattle, 32;

W
Ottawa

x-clinched division title

NL Glance.
East Division
W

National Hockey League Preseason
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
N Y Islanders
2
New Jersey
1
N Y Rangers
1
Philadelphia
0
Pittsburgh
0
Northeast Division

.612
473
425
331/2

1
21 1/2
281/2

GB

3

.490

181/2

466

22

448

24 1/2

393

321/2

CB
.603
7

459

191/2
21

.449

221/2

.469

w

Calgary
Edmonton
Vancouver
Colorado
Pacific Division
Dallas
Los Angeles

615
.596

Atlanta
1
Carolina
1
Tampa Bay
1
Florida
0
Washington
0
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
Detroit
2
Chicago
2
Si Louis
1
Nashville
0
Northwest Division

Pis
3
2
2
0
0

Pis
4
4
3
0
Pis
2

1
1

2
2

0
0

I

w

Pis

2
2

5
4

San Jose
1
Anaheim
Phoenix
Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Washington. 7 p.m.
Boston at Florida. 7 30 pm
Dallas at Detroit. 7 30 p m
New Jersey at New York Islanders, 7.30 p.m
Colorado at Pittsburgh. 7 30 p m
Edmonton at Montreal, 7 30 p m
Tampa Bay at Chicago. 8 30 p m
St. Louis vs Nashville al Milwaukee. 8:30 p
Toronto at Vancouver. 10 p m
Los Angeles at Anaheim, 10.30 p m.

her first season as a Falcon.
"We are in a position to have
a good year," said Wells. "We
have a strong core group that
stays packed together during
the race."

for more players. Right now the
team is hoping for enough players to have two complete sides.
"Experience is unnecessary

McNair watches practice with back stiffness.
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Steve McNair, with some
mild stiffness and spasms in his lower back, watched
practice Thursday but is expected to play Sunday
against the Cleveland Browns.
Indians name new managers in minors
CLEVELAND — The Cleveland Indians appointed new managers Thursday for their Class AAA Buffalo, AA Akron and Rookie League Burlington farm
clubs.
Joel Skinner was promoted from Akron to Buffalo
and Class A Kinston manager Eric Wedge will manage the Akron Aeros.
Buffalo manager Jeff Datz will become a roving
coach as Cleveland's field coordinator.
Floyd causes more postponements in sports
The Associated Press
Hurricane Floyd washed away part of the sports
calendar for a third straight day as it swept up the
East Coast on Thursday.
The Oakland Athletics and Baltimore Orioles,
who were rained out on Wednesday, lost their second game to the storm.

Find out, with coverage of campus and city events, breaking news, and 1n-depth reporting.
All in The BG News.
Last weekend at Ohio the
Falcon women had nine runners finish in the top 15.
Like the men, the women
will have some conference competition as well. The University
of Toledo and Eastern Michigan
University women's teams will

be running against the Falcons.
The women's race will begin
at 2 p.m. The finish line is
located between Doyt Perry
Stadium and 1-75. The best
vantage point for the race is the
hill on the golf course.

and everyone gets to play,"
DeSantis said.
This weekend, the women
ruggers will be traveling to
Kalamazoo, Michigan to play

Kalamazoo and
Northern
Michigan University.
Their next home game will
be October 2 at 11 a.m. with
Ferris State.

State of the Student
Body Address

RUGBY
Continued from page seven.

Spielman hired as Fox analyst
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — Chris Spielman, who retired
from the NFL last month because of injuries that
left him temporarily paralyzed, has been hired as
a studio analyst for Fox Sports Net's NFL
pregame show.
Spielman signed a two-year contract and made
a guest appearance Sunday, when "NFL This
Morning" made its debut at 11 a.m. on the cable
channel's lead-in to the Fox's netwoik pre-game
show. He joined his former coach in Buffalo, Marv
Levy, along with Chris Myers and Jackie Slater.

What's happening?

cc
Continued from page seven.
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Senior portraits
Now
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Thursday, September 23
1:00 P.M.
Located on the Green
Between University Hall
&

Administration Building
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

USG

Elections

h

September

21
and
22
9:00 am. to 5:00pm.
i

$6 SITTING FEE CAN BE BURSARED

ON THE STEPS OF THE
EDUCATION BUILDING
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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Campus Events
Don't miss the swingin'
Sounds ol the
MIGHTY MEATY SWING KINGS_
at "Dancing Through the Decades"
on Friday. Sept. 17
From Bpm-midnight at
the Great Hall ol the
Slranahan Theater
(4645 Heatherdowns Blvd., Toledo)
Tickets are only $5 in advance,
$6 at the door
by calling 372-2701
Free swing lessons
Will be provided!

I II

PROCTER & GAMBLE
SPOTLIGHT
Seeking CS. MIS, & M8A sludents
Join us at the Best Western
Wednesday, September 22nd
7:0O-9:00pm
Bring your resumes*
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SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Any senior graduating in Dec , May or August
should call 1 -800-969-1338 now lo schedule
your senior portrait sitting. Portraits will be
taken this week. M-F, from 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall (Basement) It only takes about 15
minutes, and the $6 sitting lee can be
charged through the bursar.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in Dec. May or August
should call 1-800-969-1338 now lo schedule
your senior portrait sitting. Portraits will be
taken this week, M-F, from 10am-6pm in 28
West Hal (Basement). It only lakes about 15
minutes, and the $6 sitting lee can be
charged through the bursar.
Spanish Club
2nd meeting
Mon. Sept 20
126Shatzel
The University Ambassadors
Into Nights are here!
Come oul and find out what
Ambassadors is all about!
Monday Sept. 20th 8pm
Kreischer Activity Lounge
9pm Harshman-Anderson Activity Area
Tuesday Sept. 21st 8pm
Prout Main Lobby
9pm Mac East
10pm Offenhauer East Main Lounge
Wednesday Sept. 22nd 8pm
Rodgers 2nd floor lounge
9pm Kohl Lounge
10pm Founders-Conference Room
We hope to see you there!
Turning Points
An Informed Discussion Group About
Eating Disorders. Weight Issues and
Normal Eating. Beginning
Wed . Oct 6. 3:30-5pm
Runs 8 weeks To register, call 372-2081.
Co-sponsored by the Counseling Center
and Student Health Service
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Friday, September 17, 1999

Rides

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NEED A RIDE?
We give rides to and Irom Bowling Green
All-Nile Transportation 353-7865

SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in Dec. Mayor August should call 1-800-969-1338 now lo
schedule your senior portrait sitting. Portraits
will be taken this week, M-F, from 10am6pm in 28 West Hall (Basement). It only
takes about 15 minutes, and the S6 sitting
fee can be charged through the bursar.

Babysitter needed
Part-time Tues, Weds, Fri 8:30-4:00
For 2 small children
Transportation & references needed
Maumee area 419-868-6361

Tired ol smelling like a burger?
$6 75 an hour-PAID vacationPAID personal days
Quarterly Incentive BONUS
CLOSE lo campus
CLEAN working environment
Numeric data entry
Apply in person
Sky Technology Services
1851 N. Research Drive
Bowling Green, Ohio
Telephone order clerks 'ull/part-time.
S6 00/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

Services Offered
Begin the Journey to Wellness
Tue nights Yoga class - 6.45-8:00
Call LitePafhs 352-5724
Chily's Convenience Slore (located in
Commons) is open Sam - midnight Mon
days thru Friday and 12 noon - midnight
Saturdays and Sundays. Enter Chily's
Irom Ihe southeast patio ol Commons.
FREE TRIAL OF A BRAND NEW TECHNOLOGY 30 MIN LONG DISTANCE
CALLS FREE SEND SASE TO G
MARKS PO BOX 920528 NEEDHAM,
MA 02492.
SKYDIVE BG welcomes you to your new
adventure. We are offering a back to
school skydiving special of $110 thru
September. Only 10 mins. from BG campus. MCA/ISA accepted Skydive BG
352-5200.
Tired ol feeling sick and tired? All-natural
health care and nutritional advice. Supplemenls available. Call 353-6394.
Worried about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and CgrjQg
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
A Big THANK YOU lo Ihe Student Employment Statf-Abby, Atwandi, Dana,
Erin. Julie, Lesley, Mike, Ryan, Stephanie. Tiffany, Lisa. Delia, Stephanie, and
Chel - for all your hard work Happy first
payday of fall semester.
You are AWESOME!
Attention Jewish Sludents
Yom Kippur is Mon., Sept. 201h. If you
need a place to stay tor Break Fast or
transportation to service, please call 3522760
CONTEMPORARY WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Hunger, exercise, and nutrition
awareness. Register today372-9355(WELL)
Take a bite AND on Ihe Move
for Health & Joy
Wednesday afternoon sessions(8 weeks)
Begins September 22,1999
S10.00'or matenals.
CS/MIS/MBA STUDENTS
PROCTOR S GAMBLE
is hinng SUMMER interns NOW!!
Interested students must attend
Information session on September 22
Best Western on Wooster St. at 7:00 p.m.
For more inlormalion:
310 Student Services - 372-2451
Cooperative Education Program
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Any senior graduating in Dec., May or August should call 1-800-969-1338 now to
schedule your senior portrait sitting. Portraits will be taken this week, M-F, from
10am-6pm in 28 West Hall (Basemen!). It
only takes about 15 minutes, and the $6
sitting lee can be charged through the
bursar.

Public Relations
%f Student Society of America

A
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Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatlan. or
Jamaica from $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!
Info. Call 1-800-446-8355
www.sunbreaks.com
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING AND
COUNSELING in recognition of
Women's Health Month.
Sponsored by the Student Health Service
Call 372-2271 lor an appointment
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE.
Biggest and best selection Choose from
over 2000 different images. FINE ART,
MUSIC, MODELS, MOVIE POSTERS,
HUMOR. ANIMALS. BLACK LIGHT. SCIENCE FICTION, PERSONALITIES,
LANDSCAPES, KIDS, PHOTOGRAPHY,
MOTIVATIONALS.
Most Images only $6, $7 and $8 each!
See us at THE UNIVERSITY UNION2nd FLOOR GRAND BALLROOM on
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 13th THROUGH
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 17th
The hours are 10 a.m.-6 p.m. This sale
is sponsored by UAO.

Wanted
Female roommate needed immediately
lor 2 bdrm. house on E. Woosler. right
across Irom campus. $250/monlh + ulil.
353-7236-ask for Stacey.
Need subleaser ASAP. Close lo campus
and downlown. Own room. Call 3533410.

Help Wanted
SS MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS $$
Versity.com an Interne! nole laking com
piny is looking for an enlrepreneurial stu
dent to run our business on your campus
Manage students, make tons of money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at www.versity.com, contact jobs@versi
ty.com or call (734) 483-1600 ex! 888
$200 Scholarship
Trinity Church seeks singers lor the
Chancel Choir Scholarships ol $200/semester available for students. All voice
parts needed! Inleresled singers should
contact David by email:
chopm77 ©aol.com.
29 people wanted to get paid SSS lo lose
up to 30 pounds in the next 30 days. Natural guaranteed Phone 1-800-694-1966.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring lor Fall Semester
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am-10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

See what's new
in the news!!

Email questions to aHclam@binet.bjsu.cilu

00O0O

Are you an

Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest dub
Part-lime and Full-lime
No exp. necessary, will train
419-476-6640
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 203-977-1720.
Desk clerk needed for local molel. 3rd
shift, 3 shifts per week, must work weekends, Apply al Buckeye Inn Phone: 3521520.
Desk clerks needed tor local motel Various shifts available Apply at Buckeye Inn
or phone 352-1520.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-lime, full-lime, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging ol small parts
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) al
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC.. 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kmko's and Dairy Oueen next to the railroad tracks.
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to promote
Spnng Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE!
Top campus reps can earn a Free Trip
& over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com
or 800/293-1443
JANITORIAL-Goodwill has Ihe lollowing
openings lor janitorial work: supervisor
needed lor I-75 res! stops, 3pm-11:30pm,
$7.25 per hour, and worker lor OBES
building, 5pm-9pm, Mon., Tues.. Thurs..
Fri.. $6.05 per hour. Contact Joe Davis at
419/255-0070. EOE.
Local market research firm now hiring telephone interviewers. $6/hr., no selling.
Flexible schedule. Call today to set up an
interview 352-8115 AZG Research.
Office cleaning evenings 10-12 hrs/week.
Own transportation required. Call 3525822.
RESIST ' RESIST ' RESIST
Beat the system and tight back!
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours!
Full or part time positions
Available as well as internships
offered. $350/week 2-10pm M-F
Call 866-4463 lor interview.
Special person needed to provide social experiences lor developmentally
delayed male adult. Rec. center swim,
dining out, etc. Mon. afternoons and/or
Weds, afternoons. S8 00/hour. (. free
restaurant meals) Call 352-7143.
SPRING BREAK 2000
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS-Join
Amenca's »1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica Mexico. Bahamas, Cruises, and
Florida Now hiring on campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit online
www.stslravel.com.
Telephone interviewing, no sales Flexible
scheduling, relaxed atmosphere. Some
days, mostly evenings & weekends.
$5 80-$6.50*r depending on skills. In
Perrysburg, 874-5842.

WAIT STAFF: Days and or nights
Apply in person at Brandywine Country
Club. 6904 Salisbury Rd. Maumee.
WANTED: BARTENDERS
BG Eagles Club. 8owling Green, OH.
Experience preferred, but no! necessary.
Apply M-F 9am-5pm
Contact Larry Konrad 353-7176.
Above avg. salary, great working cond.

For Sale
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air. Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Businesses Recognized lor Oulstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Mosl
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Panma City, Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129! spnngbreaklravel.com 1-800-6786386.
1980 Toyota Lmtd. edition. 5 spd., sunroof, p.s. p.b., a.c, stereo, 73.000. One
owner. Runs like new 352-8736. $2495.
1995 Suzuki Katana 600. Low miles,
runs great, tuned up & new tires. 2 matching helmets. $3800 obo Call 373-0054 or
419-523-5819. Iv msg il no answer. Ask
lor Matt.
25" TV. brand new, double speakers.
$240 00 419-261-5013.
Car lor Sale
88 Ford Escort GLX. 80,109 miles 4 new
tires, runs well. $1,000 obo. 419-261
5013.
For Sale
Macintosh Power Pertorma. 1G HD. 40
MB ram, modem, stylewriter 1200 b&w
printer, system 8 5, Microsoft Office loaded. $600 or besl offer. Contact
pgreen@bgnot bgsu.edu.
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
Kenmore washer and gas dryer lor sale.
Full capacity, like new
352-3013
NEED AN EXTRA BED??
Hand-crafted knotty pine LOFT; with bed
board and mattress; $85. Call 2-7405 or
832-8683 after 6pm

For Rent
1.2,3 Bedroom Apis.
From only
$415
Privale Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apt».
353-7715
2 available bdrms in private home.
$275/mo., Ind. ulil. 8 city blocks to University. Nice, quiet neighborhood. Deposit
negotiable. Call 352-7167.
316 Ridge St.-2 BR house 3 blocks Irom
campus. Sec. Dep.. tenants pay utilities,
no pets. $525/month. 12 mo. Lease only.
Avail, now. Call alter 5:30 pm 352-2330
or 354-2854.
Jay-Mar Apartments
Spacious, 2 bdrm apts., laundry facilities.
A/C. gas heat 2 FURNISHED/1 UNFURNISHED. $475/mo. 12 mo. lease
Call 354-6036.
Male needed. Male has furnished room
lor rent. Brick home with everything. Freedom of house. Must be clean, neat, and
responsible. $300/month and $200 deposit. Call 354-6117.
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now 352-7454
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NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN:

Is Now Hiring:
Home (My Ice

Home City
Ice Company

www.cinemark.com

Full or Part-Time

V Top wages
■i Flexjble Hours
V Paid Vacations
v1 Health/Dental
Insurance.V Employee Stock
/' /-Option Plan

• Starting Rate $5.70/hr. (could
be higher with
experience)

Competitive Wascs / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout ail of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for yobk

• Liberal Company
Discounts

Call Today for Complete Details!!
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

ASSOCIATES
• Day Hours with
Flexibility

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

1-800-899-8070

< '.ooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537

Please apply in person:

STEAKHOUSE

163 SOUTH MAIN ST/BOWLING GREEN

JCPenney

(Just a few minutes from BQI
Take 1-475W to Du««el-tum right)

Woodland Mall
J

,

